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t is ironic that, during
reaction escalatory dynamic
the centenary of the
that renders rational human
First World War and
agency all but inoperable,
a period of declining
and the impact of threatviolence worldwide, as
based stress on the complex
documented comprerelationship between the
hensively by Harvard's
limbic (emotional) and
Steven Pinker (2011) and
neocortical (thinking) parts
others (see Goldstein,
of the human brain that, at
2011; Morris, 2014), the
some critical tipping point,
possibility of war between
allows the emotional to
major powers is once
trump the rational. The
again rearing its head and
insidious result is a selfin two volatile regions:
stimulating, self-perpetuating
The dispute between
violent conflict system
China and Japan over the
where it no longer matters
Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands in
who threw the first punch
the East China Sea and the Pro-Russian activists examining an armoured vehicle
because "conflict-as-pronear-war standoff between they claim they captured from the Ukrainian army. Photo: cess" will have overwhelmed
Flickr user Александр Лысенко.
Russia and the West over
and overtaken "conflict-asCrimea and Eastern Ukraine. startup condition" as the main driver (see Sandole,
Early last year, Britain’s
1999, Ch. 6).
Financial Times (FT, 2014)
These conflict dynamics converge with the
commented that, "While
results of the classic work conducted on the arms
Network: S-CAR Student and
there is no reason to fear
race that preceded the outbreak of WWI by British
Alum at USAID
that the world in 2014 is on
physicist and peace studies pioneer, Lewis Fry
Initiative: Peacebuilding Through the
the edge of such an epochal
Richardson (1939, 1960). Beyond some critical point
Airwaves
disaster, there are some dis- of "no return" in the escalation of a dynamic conflict
Event: Reflections from the Battle of
quieting similarities between system, a stable equilibrium in the form of a balthe Narrative Workshop
then [1914] and now."
ance of power can shift to an unstable equilibrium
Press: S-CAR Op-Eds, Letters to the
Alliance commitments (The
which tips over to either -- through positive feedback
U.S. security treaty with
-- a runaway arms race and the outbreak of war or
Editor, and Media Appearances.
Japan; NATO's Article 5, "all
-- through negative feedback -- a condition of total
Opinion: Reflections from Burkina
for one and one for all" coldisarmament, which Richardson likened to "falling in
Faso
lective defense guarantee); a love".
Spotlight: John DeRosa, MS Student
nearly deterministic actionJeremy Tomlinson, PhD Student
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S-CAR Student and Alum at USAID
By Jackie Finch, Career and Academic Advisor, jfinch@.gmu.edu

network

T

he United States
staff. In 2012, the 3,909
Agency for
employees of USAID,
International
were helped on projects
Development (USAID),
by over 1,000 people in
whose mission is “to
local communities and
partner to end extreme
government agencies who
poverty and to promote
also received assiatnce
resilient, democratic
from USAID to embark
societies while advancing
on projects.
the security and prosperS-CAR has many
ity of the United States,”
students and alumni
is the primary US federal
that work and intern for
government agency,
USAID. Last summer, I
tasked with administervisited Rahwa Woldeyesus
ing civilian foreign aid.
and Daniel Sheehy at their
This agency was created
workplace in Washington
by executive order in
DC. Daniel an alumnus,
1961 by President John
is a full time employee
F. Kennedy. Although
at USAID, while Rahwa
the organization was
an alumna, is currently
From left to right: Daniel Sheehy and Rahwa
started to mainly prointerning with them.
Woldeyesus. Photo: Jackie Finch.
vide "technical and capital
They both expressed
assistance programs," the
their commitment to the
1970s show a shift to a "basic human needs"
conflict resolution field and how this experiapproach focusing on "food and nutrition, popence had made them come to enjoy working in
ulation planning, health, and human resource
the field as well as doing research and project
development
management.
and education."
Rahwa began in the Pathways Program, a
Currently, the
two year internship, managing ADR in Diversity
organization also
and Inclusion while she was a student at
The Nature of Intractable
Conflict: Resolution in the
helps in rebuilding
S-CAR. She has also been involved in comTwenty-First Century
efforts after war in
munication and marketing special events. She
Christopher Mitchell
Asia, Latin America,
manages ADR mediation with informal EEO
Palgrave Macmillian
the Caribbean,
complaints. “It is all about partnership, so far
Europe, Eurasia,
as it is functional and sustainable.” She graduand the Middle
ated from S-CAR in May 2014 and is looking
East. In addition,
to make the step to also work as a full time
USAID has helped
employee at USAID.
Mountaintop Mining in
Appalachia:
in disaster and povDaniel works as a Program Analyst at
Understanding Stakeholders
erty relief, as well
USAID and is using his background to effect
and Change in Environmental
as tackling global
meaningful democratic participation. Daniel
Conflict
problems such
is a graduate from the S-CAR Malta program,
Susan F. Hirsch and
as environmental
a highly intensive program, in which students
E. Franklin Dukes
Ohio University Press
issues, bilateral
receive two degrees in a 14-month period - an
interests, and
MS in Conflict Analysis and Resolution and an
socio-economic
MA in Conflict Resolution and Mediterranean
Experiencias
development.
Security. Although jobs and internships at
Latinoamericanas en el
Over the
USAID are very competitive, S-CAR graduates
Abordaje de Conflictos
Alicia Pfund, Editor
years, many more
have demonstrated that they are attainable.
University for Peace Press
people have come
Check out their website at: www.usaid.gov/
to work on projwork-usaid.
ects that USAID
Thank you, Daniel and Rahwa, for letting
assists than just
me visit with you. Keep up the great work and
permanent USAID
representing S-CAR. ■
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Peacebuilding Through the Airwaves
By Florindo Chivucute, S-CAR MS Student, fchivucu@gmu.edu

A

initiatives

ngola achieved its independence in 1975
date this transition. As such, S-CAR was the place
after a protracted liberation war against Por- where I saw this hope in terms of learning the skills
tugal. After independence, Angola embraced and tools needed to help my country.
communism and unfortunately became the scene
By the start of 2014, I had acquired so much
of more fighting between the Popular Movement
knowledge from my studies that I decided to form
for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA), led first by
an NGO called Friends of Angola in order to help
Agostinho Neto and then by Jose Eduardo dos
raise the consciousness of the world community
Santos, and the National Union for the Total Indeabout the challenge of the Republic of Angola and
pendence of Angola (UNITA) led by Jonas Savimbi.
to support Angolan civil society, as I realized that
The civil war eventually ended in the year 2002
many people in the United States did not know
after claiming more than 1.5 million lives over 27
about the political and social challenges that Anyears, and this was the period that I was born and
golans were facing. This non-profit was created to
raised in. Unfortunately, although the end of the
help educate many about Angola and to empower
civil war was expected to mark a significant change
Angolan civil society in order to build a peacein the lives of ordinary
ful, democratic, and
Angolans, I made the
prosperous society.
hard decision to leave
A few months after
my homeland. To me,
forming Friends of Anit seemed that the
gola, I decide to also
situation in my country,
start a radio station
rather than improvcalled Radio Angola, in
ing, was rather getting
order to create a
worse.
platform and space
In 2005, I decided
where everyone, in
to move to the United
particular Angolan
States of America
youth, could talk
instead of Portugal or
about any issue that
Brazil where many
they were facing.
Angolans had relocated
This move proved
because of the effects
to be very popular
of the civil war. For me, Staff and Volunteers at Friends of Angola. Photo: Florindo Chivucute.
and so far, we have
while growing up, the
had 87 radio shows
United States had come to represent a beacon
with more than 28,000 people tuning in to listen
of what democracy ought to be, and I wanted to
to our shows. Due to the restrictions imposed by
experience this system for the first time in my life.
the government of Angola on traditional media
When I arrived in October 2005, I dedicated my
such as national print and televised news that are
time mainly to learn English as a second language
controlled by government, many Angolans do not
because it was my first time to learn or take English have the space where they can critically discuss
classes. This learning process took two years but, in
issues that are not in the government’s interest. So
the meantime, I managed to survive in the United
this project (Radio Angola) provides such a space,
States by speaking Spanish that I learned when I
as well as a voice to the voiceless, a technique that
was younger by watching television shows. After
I learned in one of my classes at S-CAR to bring
receiving my certification in English, I enrolled in
about change. Some of the popular topics that
college. In the summer of 2009, I earned my Associ- we discuss on Radio Angola relate to the role of
ate’s Degree in Liberal Arts from Northern Virginia
youth social movements as agents of social, poCommunity College and in the fall, I was accepted
litical and economic change, democracy, human
to George Mason University where I was able to
rights, domestic violence, corruption, transparenearn my Bachelors degree in Government and
cy, the consequences of political intolerance, and
International Politics in the spring of 2011. A year
the role of civil society. Friends of Angola is withlater, I was accepted to Mason's School for Conflict
out a doubt in its infancy and we plan to create
Analysis and Resolution (S-CAR).
more projects to help to continue empowering
I chose to join the S-CAR community because
Angolan civil society in order to build a peaceduring my undergrad work, I realized that the tranful, democratic and prosperous society. Links to
sition from formal peace to social peace in Angola
Friends of Angola link: http://www.friendsofangola.
would take a long time and would require many
org; Radio Angola link: http://www.blogtalkradio.
people with the political will and skills to consolicom/radioangola ■
HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU
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Reflections on "The Battle of the Narrative" Workshop
By John DeRosa, S-CAR MS Student, jderosa@gmu.edu

E

events

arlier this
able practitioners
year, the
participate in faciliDepartment
tated dialogue. Thanks
of Defense approved
to the tireless efforts
the prospectus for
of S-CAR students, the
drafting a military
Center for Narrative
concept to shape
and Conflict, and the
the development of
Student Association of
future capabilities
S-CAR sponsored a
titled, “The Human
workshop, “the battle
Aspects of Military
of the narrative” on
Operations.” The
November 18, 2014.
concept prospecThe workshop
tus recognizes
kicked off with a
recent U.S. military
“Narrative and
experiences and
Conflict” world café
the importance of
asking participants to
information and
share a story from
Participants of the Battle of the Narrative Workshop. Photo: John DeRosa.
what it terms "the
the last decade of
battle of the narrawar, where they were
tive.” This concept recommends developing the ability to: disappointed at our military’s approach to narratives
identify, understand, and influence actors; build trust with and conflict. The conversations continued with diskey actors and groups; draw on sources of legitimacy;
cussion on what do we know so far about narratives
and address popular grievances and counter adversary
and conflict and what we still need to learn about use
messaging.
of narratives in military operations. Equipped with
Unfortunately, reinforcing the military’s curconstructive possibilities developed in the world café,
rent understanding of conflict narratives has proven
simultaneous focus groups examined tough, divisive
costly and likely fuels narratives sustaining violence.
issues around the themes of the use of imagery in
Contrasting the current approach, narrative conflict
narratives, narrative pathways, and the dynamics of
resolution recognizes conflict dynamics where narcounter-narratives. To end the day, the participants
ratives are mobilized to account for actions and
were invited back to a plenary session were they were
consequences of actions for conflict parties and how
led in a reflection of insights garnered throughout the
narratives shape relationday.
ships between conflict parties.
Insights included a recognition that the military
Therefore, in response to
does not own or control narratives and that there are
Wednesday, January 28, 2015
the prospectus, students of
a number of narratives present in conflicts that military
Book Launch: Alicia Pfund and Christopher
Professor
Sara
Cobb
prodoes not recognize. Participants recognized that identiMitchell
posed
a
day
long
workshop
fying, understanding, and engaging narratives requires a
6:00pm - 8:00pm
introducing the concept
degree of expertise the military does not have and may
Tuesday, January 30, 2015
writing team to alternative
need to be developed. Some participants voiced a realResume Review Workshop
approaches to understanding
ization that narratives are a reflection of identify and
12:00pm - 2:00pm
narrative conflict dynamics.
intent, provide context of the past and a vision of the
To
develop
an
understanding
future. Some participants voiced hesitation at engaging
Wednesday, February 11, 2015
S-CAR/SPIGIA Career Fair
of alternatives to the “weaothers’ narratives, as this opened the opportunity to
9:30am - 5:15pm
ponization” of narratives by
challenge the military’s narrative.
future
military
commanders
The day’s event concluded with multiple particiThursday, February 12, 2015
and,
if
successful,
influence
the
pant
invitations to carry on the dialogue. U.S. Special
Legal Responses to Sexual Violence
development
of
this
military
Operations
Command invited the Center for Narrative
6:00pm - 8:00pm
concept towards conflict resand Conflict to continue the discussion at a follow-on
Thursday, February 19, 2015
olution rather than escalation, workshop on November 19 and 20, 2014. Additionally,
S-CAR Undergraduate Dialogue and Difference
the students proposed prethe U.S. Army’s Asymmetric Warfare Group invited
Series
paring
an
environment
where
the participants to form a working group to further
7:00pm - 9:00pm
a cross-section of knowledge- examine the nature of narratives in conflict. ■

Upcoming Events
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Opinion: Reflections from Burkina Faso
By Innocent Rugaragu, S-CAR PhD Student, irugarag@gmu.edu

M

any of us followed the political protests that led
Zida, as prime minister.The
to the military coup d’état in Burkina Faso folargument, though, has been that
lowing President Compaoré’s decision to change his presence was needed for
the constitution to allow him another term in office.
national security purposes.
Some agreed with Ambassador Johnnie Carson, who said
Before the meeting that
“this is manipulating and subverting the constitution” and
named Kafando as the new
Community-Based Peacebuilding: Engaging
“an affront to democracy and to the rights of their own
president, I asked myself: Is
Youth centering on nonviolent civil resistance
people.” Others, like Simon Allison, cautioned against what Burkina Faso moving closer to
Arthur Romano, S-CAR Faculty
he called “the excitement and romance of Burkina Faso’s
democracy and peace followThe Peace Frequency 01/22/15
popular revolution as revolutions solve nothing on their
ing the recent changes and
own, it’s what comes next that really counts.” As we in the bouts of civil unrest? In light of
Fighting Extremism: Dignity is the Answer
field of CR continue to follow the situation in post-Comprevious violent revolutions in
Walid Jawad, S-CAR Alumnus
paoré’s Burkina Faso, we too can reflect on Burkina Faso’s
Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, and Syria,
Al Arabiya News Channel 01/13/15
revolution and wonder whether violent change is good
I was concerned about the
for unity, peace, and democracy, and whether such change
following issues:What might
What Aziz Abu Sarah Learned in Hebrew School
should be hailed or prescribed for other African countries. be the likelihood that violent
Aziz Abu Sarah, Executive Director, Center
Two days of violent uprisings resulted in the deaths of
change would tear apart the
for World Religions, Diplomacy and
several people, the destruction of government buildings,
fabric of a country rather than
Conflict Resolution
and the ousting of President Blaise Compaoré in October
strengthen it? Could change
The Times of Israel 01/12/15
2014. With Compaoré’s flight to Cote d’Ivoire, the
brought about by violence
military quickly assumed power in Burkina Faso in order
sacrifice democracy and human
Conflict Analysts from S-CAR have
to maintain order.Talks soon took place in an effort to
rights, rather than bring them
appeared on 38 occasions since the last
have the military allow civilians to lead a one-year transiabout? Would the country be
newsletter. These 3 represent a sample
tional government while long terms plans were made to
led into more political chaos
of those publications. For a complete list,
return to constitutional rule. ECOWAS representatives
and despair, if the military
please visit: http://scar.gmu.edu/media
and three presidents: John Dramani Mahama of Ghana,
refused to hand over the reins
Jonathan Goodluck of Nigeria, and Macky Sall of Senegal,
of power to an eminent civilian
and the Africa Union representative Mohamed Ould Abdel personnel? And finally,What was the likelihood that violent
Azizi of Mauritania, called for a one-year period civilian-led change could lead to a power vacuum easily filled by
government. The United Nations and some western coun- extremist groups or rebel soldiers, as we have seen in Mali,
tries also backed this civilian headed transition as the best
Libya, Syria, and Iraq?
way forward for the country. The final proposal that was
Although I am a strong proponent and supporter of
put together by civil society groups
change and democracy, I
led to a successful meeting where
have become increasingly
military leaders joined 23 electoral
skeptical of some analysis
college representatives to name
of the road to democracy
Mr. Michel Kafando as the new
in African countries. In as
interim president, whose mandate
much as democracy matters,
started immediately and would
should it not matter how
end in November 2015. What was
democracy is attained? As a
impressive was that the group met
scholar of conflict analysis
on a Sunday and by Monday they
and resolution, I wonder if
had named Mr. Kafando, a former
the lovers and leaders of
foreign affair’s minister and Burkina
democracy can safely and
Faso’s ambassador to the UN, as
successfully embark on the
the new president.What is equally
long journey toward the
impressive is that this group was
democratization process
Mass protests against Blaise Campaore. Photo: Flickr user
comprised of political, military, reli- Jennifer Touma.
without a marathon of
gious, and traditional leaders. Lt. Col.
violence, which, I am glad,
Isaac Zida was also installed as the new transitional prime
Burkina Faso has avoided thus far. Often times, the “Multiminister. Together, they were tasked to elect 25 members decade Leaders,” as Ambassador Carson calls them, and
to the interim government and a council of 90 members
military leaders are comfortable to use violence if they are
who will act as legislators until November 2015. Though
challenged.
this process happened smoothly, many pro-civilian groups
have raised concerns about having a military Lt. Col., Isaac
Continued on Page 8
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John DeRosa, S-CAR MS Student

s-car spotlight

By Kwaw de Graft-Johnson, S-CAR PhD Student and Newsletter Editor, kdegraft@gmu.edu

J

ohn DeRosa came to S-CAR
the faculty and fellow students at S-CAR.
"looking for alternative
"Their care, concern, and coaching has
approaches to national security
helped shaped a personal resiliency
challenges. "I was confronted with
and provided me space to negotiate a
finding a new path for myself," he
new understanding of my experiences
said. John is a second year MS
as a veteran of war." This resilience and
student who enrolled at S-CAR
understanding has allowed him to engage
after completing a fellowship with
in new conflict spaces and to re-engage
the Massachusetts Institute of
in familiar conflicts in new ways.This past
Technology's Seminar XXI.The
summer he returned to Kosovo, where he
transdisciplinary approach of S-CAR
once served as a peacekeeper, to facilitate
encouraged John to continue his
a narrative-based program intended to
Seminar XXI investigation on how
John DeRosa. Photo: John
collectively generate relationship patterns
various analytical lenses reveal difDeRosa.
between the military and civil society that
ferent courses of action to resolve
contribute to shaping a local security guarsecurity challenges.
antee. In November, he led the "Battle
Unexpectedly, the lessons learned from this
of the Narrative" workshop to develop an underinvestigation had immediate application to his work
standing of alternatives to the “weaponization” of
in the Department of Defense and as an Adjunct
narratives by military commanders. Ultimately, John
Professor. Seminar discussions and conversations at
would like to discover how societies in the midst
S-CAR's various centers of practice informed and
of protracted conflict collectively generate relationinfluenced elements of defense strategic planning he
ships patterns that contribute to shaping locally
supports. In revamping his classroom to incorporate
sustainable security guarantees. This research should
an elicitive approach, he discovered new voices in
inform the development of non-coercive alternatives
his classroom that has students asking about when
to traditional military interventions that engage sociis the next class he'll teach. John attributes finding
eties in a manner better suited to resolving security
a new path in his professional and personal life to
dilemmas through domestic means. ■

Jeremy Tomlinson, S-CAR PhD Student
By Kwaw de Graft-Johnson, S-CAR PhD Student and Newsletter Editor, kdegraft@gmu.edu

J

eremy Tomlinson started the
interested in the Myanmar peace process
PhD program at S-CAR in the
because, of its complexity and uniquefall of 2014. “I chose the proness. Working with the non-state armed
gram because it was one of the
groups on the Thai-Myanmar border, I was
very few institutions that offered
impressed by their revolutionary thinking
a unique blend of academics with
and their genuine desire to negotiate a
practice in the field of conflict
lasting peace.” In addition to that, Jeremy
resolution” he said. Jeremy is a
has worked as an independent consultant
dual citizen of the U.S. and U.K.
for Plan International, KHANA, and the
and has also lived and worked in
Foundation for Local Development. These
many places all over the world
assignments included research projects,
including Nigeria, Cambodia, India,
workshop coordination, conflict analyand South Sudan. “One of my
sis, and, most notably, backstopping the
Jeremy Tomlinson. Photo: Jeremy
favorite places to visit and evenEthnic Peace Resource Project Phases I
Tomlinson.
tually work was Cambodia, where
and II, funded by the Norwegian and Swiss
I experienced first hand how the people showed
Ministries of Foreign Affairs.
resilience in rebuilding their society after the genocide
Jeremy describes his experience at S-CAR so far
they experienced.”
as being very exciting and enlightening. "It's great to be
Jeremy moved to Cambodia after he completed
around such a diverse faculty and student body, with
an MA in Post-war Recovery Studies at the University a broad range of experiences and research agendas."
of York (UK) in 2011. For over two years, he worked
After completing his PhD, he would like to devote his
as the Documentation and Learning Officer at the
time both in the classroom and the field, where he
Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies (CPCS), where
hopes to mediate conflicts between armed groups and
he undertook independent research, oversaw the
governments. Outside his academic and professional
organization’s publication agenda, and assisted the
experience, Jeremy likes to explore the world on his
Myanmar peace process support program. “I became
motorcycle. ■
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Lessons from the Great War: Bringing Russia and China in From the Cold
Continued from page 1

In addition, crisis decisionmaking research tells us that highly
stressed participants in a rapidly escalating crisis tend to overperceive threat and, worse, to overreact to it (see Holsti, 1968;
Zinnes, 1968). This dynamic appears to have overwhelmed Kaiser
Wilhelm when, following Russia's mobilization during the summer
of 1914, he panicked over the realization that Germany would likely
be forced to fight a two-front war. By contrast, thanks to John F.
Kennedy’s reading of Barbara Tuchman’s (1962) classic,The Guns of
August, the president was able, in 1962, to deal deftly with his crisis
team and Soviet Secretary Nikita Khrushchev and, as a consequence,
prevent the Cuban Missile Crisis from spinning out of control into
World War III.
To effectively manage these and other factors as the world
gets further into the centenary of WW1, Gideon Rachman, the
Financial Times’ chief foreign affairs commentator, argued that
national policymakers should avoid being impacted by the "Munich
mindset" which, in summer 1914, resulted in the macho, nationalistic
posturing that helped precipitate the catastrophic war. Rachman’s
continuing challenge is that, in some cases, the dominant approach
to international affairs is still governed by the "Munich" instead of
the "Sarajevo mindset;" for example, the provocative saber-rattling
between China and Japan over the disputed islands -- a crisis compounded by the US treaty-based obligation to defend Japan should
any of its territory, including the disputed islands, come under attack.
Given China's declaration of an "air defense identification zone"
over the islands, which clashes with Japan's long-standing similar
declaration, plus the potentially disastrous "near miss" in December
2013 between Chinese and US naval vessels in the South China
Sea, the possibility of an accidental collision or miscalculation in the
East China Sea between Chinese, American, Japanese, and/or South
Korean naval ships or aircraft, leading to runaway escalation, still
cannot be ruled out.
Mr. Rachman lamented that the Munich mindset remains
so entrenched that a real intellectual shift would be required to
change it. Indeed, as Russia continues to escalate the crisis over
Ukraine and its economy deteriorates further, some observers
wonder if, through accident, miscalculation or overreaction, NATO
policymakers will feel compelled to invoke their Article 5, "all-forone-and-one-for-all" defense commitment, resulting in an East-West
war. Two former UK ambassadors to Russia, Sir Tony Brenton
(2014) and Rodric Braithwaite (2014), expressed their concerns in
the editorial pages of the FT by joining with John Thornhill (2014) in
declaring that "A settlement with Russia is the only option."
What would a settlement with Russia look like? Here, we must
consider that since the end of the Cold War, NATO has expanded
right up to Russia's borders, absorbing non-Soviet Warsaw Pact
states (Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and
Slovak Republic), threatening to embrace Soviet successor states
Georgia and Ukraine as well. In the process, Russia has been pushed
further to the periphery. The progressive exclusion of Russia from
post-Cold War European security architecture converges with
developments in conflict resolution theory informed by research in
neuroscience; i.e., a major driver of violent conflict is exclusion from
structures that privilege others at ones expense (see Taffel, 2012;
Fitzduff, 2014).
A potential solution to the Ukraine crisis, therefore, is that
NATO members should negotiate with Mr. Putin a Euro-Atlantic
security structure that includes Russia.This is not far-fetched: In
HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU

December 1991, then Russian President
Boris Yeltsin said that Russia's membership
in NATO was "a long-term political aim",
which was very compatible with Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev’s (1987) concept of a “Common European Home” and
U.S. President George H.W. Bush's vision
of a new world order with "Europe whole
and free." Later, even Russian President
Dennis Sandole, Professor
Vladimir Putin saw no reason why Russia
should not be in NATO. The implication is, if of Conflict Resolution and
Russia were inside the house – even as framed International Relations.
nearly twenty-five years ago by Richard Ullman Photo: Mason Creative
Services.
(1991, Ch. 4) as the new European Security
Organization -- Russia would have a stake in
preserving it, and not what it is doing at present: destabilizing it.
In addition, building upon recommendations I outlined at the
outset of Barack Obama’s first year in office (Sandole, 2010, Ch.
5), the president could embark on a strategic course of action
by convening, within the context of the G20, a series of meetings
to start the process of establishing more effective global governance. A global problemsolving regime whose objective would be
to tackle the interconnected, intractable elements of the “Global
Problematique” (Sandole, 2010) -- prevent or manage crises and
address conflicts that, if left unaddressed or dealt with simplistically,
could escalate into global catastrophes. Such a regime would comprise the "best and the brightest" from around the world, including
Russia and China: Social and natural scientists, humanities scholars, policy experts, retired military officers and diplomats, former
officials, and others would publicize widely and share with political leaders their evidence-based research findings on the etiology
and optimal handling of select complex conflicts and other global
challenges that no one state or international actor can address adequately on its own (e.g., climate change, environmental degradation,
pollution, Ebola, poverty, state failure), but only by “communicating,
cooperating, coordinating, and collaborating” among themselves (see
Nan, 2003).
At this point, we have nothing of the kind.We have only traditional, one-dimensional politics and policies, all stuck in Thucydides'
(1951) box which continues to reflect the cross-cultural, crosstemporal, near dominance of the core “take-away” from the Melian
Debate of 416 BC: "The strong do what they can and the weak
suffer what they must!" But surely, we now know that that simple
but compelling Realpolitik logic has been serially upended by the
attacks perpetrated by marginalized and alienated young men and
women on the World Trade Center, Pentagon, Bali, Madrid, London,
Boston, Montreal, Ottawa, New York, Sydney, and Paris!
One hundred years after the outbreak of the Great War, and
more than fifty years into the development of the European Union
– despite its manifold challenges, the closest thing on the planet to
Immanuel Kant’s (1983) “perpetual peace” – we can surely do better
than "sleepwalk" into a replay of the 1914 catastrophic exercise in
global carnage and assault to the commons (see Clark, 2012).
NOTE: The author gratefully acknowledges Dr. Ingrid Sandole-Staroste who read
and commented on an earlier version of this article. The references for this article,
will be availabe on the online version at: http://http://scar.gmu.edu/newsletterarticle/bringing-russia-and-china-cold-lessons-great-war ■
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Reflections from Burkina Faso
Continued from page 5

This often leads to the reactive use of violence from those
clamoring for change. Violent revolutions with high death
tolls seem to have very little success continentally, as seen in
Libya, Mali, and Egypt, but revolutions with fewer deaths, like
Burkina Faso, seem to have better results. From a leadership for unity, peace and reconciliation perspective, would it
not be more prudent and wise to consider other roads to
democracy in Africa that do not involve as much violence
or may involve fewer deaths? For example, would it not
be better for the African Union, European Union, the USA,
Canada, and other pro-democracy countries to be more proactive than reactive? Should they not engage in practices such
as building and nurturing democracy via diplomatic dialogue,
pressure for leadership integrity, private and civil society
pressure based on performance failure, and just institutionbuilding and support? At the same time, these countries and
institutions can help to plan a safe exit strategy for those
leaders who are trapped in their postions, following the
danger of the coup d’état or mob justice that might end their
lives or legacy.
As building democracy and peace takes time, Burkina
Faso should expect things to get tough before they get better.

The good thing we see, though, is that the unity and patriotism shown by pro change groups, especially youth, women,
and traditional leaders, and some military and political leaders,
for positive change becomes the foundation for a bright
future. Also, both the African Union and the United Nations
threatened to impose sanctions on Burkina Faso if the military regime did not return the presidency to civilians. Canada
was the first nation to withhold aid and the US also contemplated the best course of action to take. My fear was that
if more sanctions were imposed, would they not have hurt
most the common people struggling for democracy? As for
the hypothesis that what we are seeing in Burkina Faso is the
“Black Spring” much like the “Arab Spring,”and will spread
across the African continent bringing much needed change,
remains to be seen. African countries are uniquely different
and each nations' path to democracy involves complex political, economic, military, external, social, and cultural contexts
that differ. Perhaps the developments in Burkina Faso would
usher in a shift in how nations on the continent are governed.
Leaders may actually start to govern for the people and not
just a few and, perhaps, the journey toward a mature democracy in Africa would begin. ■
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The Escalating "War on Terror":
Is there a Role for Conflict Resolution?
By Richard E. Rubenstein, University Professor of Conflict Resolution and Public Affairs, rrubenst@gmu.edu

C

commentary

lint Eastwood’s Oscarcellphones, hiding weapons
nominated film American
under trapdoors in their floors,
Sniper (2014), the most
planting improvised explosive
profitable war movie ever made
devices in roads or strapping
in the United States, encapsulates
explosives onto themselves in
the problem of thinking about
order to be suicide bombers.
America’s “war on terror.” Most
They are devoid of human
of the film’s crucial scenes are
qualities. (“Killing Ragheads
shown from the point of view
for Jesus,” truthdig, January 25,
of Chris Kyle, the heroic Navy
2015).
SEAL sniper. From the very
start, the visual and moral field
The name of this
narrows down to what Kyle sees
cinematic and political game
through the scope of his highis extreme focus: a limita1/11/2015 - 60 world leaders gathered in Paris to
powered rifle: an Iraqi mother
tion of vision, at first willful,
hiding an anti-tank grenade under participate in a unity march to show solidarity with
later apparently “natural,”
France and honor attack victims. Photo: Flickr user
her chador and giving it to her
that occludes or eliminates
child to use against U.S. troops; an Matthieu de Martignac/OECD.
background, context, motives,
insurgent teenager preparing to
and causation. Extreme focus
fire a rocket-propelled grenade; a sadistic Iraqi torturer; a
ensures that the sniper kills no one by accident, nor do
fiendishly accurate enemy sniper – all guilty of trying to
U.S. air strikes or ground attacks cause any observable
kill Americans, and all meriting death at Kyle’s hands. As
collateral damage. By narrowing the field, the focus preChris Hedges points out in a
vents us from developing any idea of why the insurgents
brilliant, acerbic takedown of
fight. They fight because they are aggressive – a sinister
the movie, there are virtually
tautology which immediately produces an American
Network: Agora - Advancing
no innocent “natives” in the
motive: Kyle and his comrades are there to defend each
Perspectives in the Conflict Field
film:
other, and the Homeland, against Muslim aggressors.
Initiative: Analyzing Civil War and
One might call this view of the enemy a focused blur.
Local Peacebuilding at S-CAR
Mothers and sisters in Iraq don’t The sniper and his son see the results of al Qaeda’s truck
Event: Reflections on Practice
love their sons or their brothers.
bomb attacks on U.S. embassies in East Africa on televiThrough Intervention and Arts
Iraqi women breed to make little sion.Then he and his wife witness the 9/11 attacks on the
Based Approaches
suicide bombers. Children are
World Trade Building and the Pentagon. Finally, impelled
Press: Media Appearances.
miniature Osama bin Ladens.
by a vision of himself as a violent protector (“Regardless
Opinion: Remembering Forgiveness
Not one of the Muslim evildoers
of what your mama told you, violence does solve probSpotlight: Caroline Chisolm,
can be trusted—man, woman or lems”), he becomes one of the invaders of Iraq, hunting
Undergraduate Student and Nicole
child.They are beasts.They are
down insurgents whom he calls “savages” and identifies
Eisenschenk, Dual Degree Program
shown in the film identifying U.S. with previous prevous Muslim enemies.
with S-CAR and University of Malta
positions to insurgents on their
Continued on Page 7
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Agora - Advancing Perspectives in the Conflict Field
By Dylan Bates, S-CAR Undergraduate Student and Founder and Outreach Officer of Agora, dbates@masonlive.gmu.edu

A

network

gora is an official student
organization of the School
for Conflict Analysis and
Resolution. Agora exists to create
an environment to socialize, network,
and discuss current events, conflict
theories, field involvement, and other
relatable topics.The organization also
seeks to provide student-to-student
mentoring, scholarships, and the promotion of student accomplishment
through awards, honors, and special
recognition, among many other things.
Agora logo.
In essence, Agora is for students
by students. Meetings are held every
Monday night at 7:30pm in the Johnson Center Meeting
Room B. Agora is open to all students at George
Mason University.
That is Agora.That is the elevator speech that will
show a clean, condensed, and inviting picture for all
who read it. If you look at Agora’s webpage on S-CAR's
website, or on Facebook, or on WordPress, you will see
a variety of smiling faces, students, and events. So how
do you really understand what Agora is? That is what
you see for most organizations, so how is this one any
different? Why are so many students getting involved,
why has the number of members jumped from 5 to
well into 100 in just one year? It all started with an idea.
In the fall of 2013, a core group of students came
together.These students were mostly Conflict Analysis
& Resolution students, as well as government and global
affairs majors. At the helm was Joel Borgquist with
Stephen Kakouris, Anthony Reo, Ramsay Boly, Amber
Bergeron, Dylan Bates, Haris Fazliu, and Kelsey Laster,
among a few others.The idea was that we had no community as undergraduate S-CAR students. Even George
Mason in general has not had a real undergraduate
organization to create community, recognize achievements, and allow undergrads to act on their ideas. So
that fall the group worked tirelessly to build the foundation. This created Agora: an undergraduate organization
dedicated to students with as little hierarchy as possible. There were five Archons (officers) with equal
power yet different specializations to keep the organization smoothly functioning. Members have nearly as
much power as they do, as the focus on the organization is dialogue, recognizing achievements, growing
ideas together, and collaborating to create projects
and initiatives that can have a real impact. It is a simple
system, yet it is designed in a way that a member at any
time can create a project. By becoming a member of
Agora, they have a unified undergraduate community
for support and collaboration.
At the heart of the organization are our weekly
discussions. Nearly every week we have a memberapproved topic of conversation.These have ranged
from the current Ukrainian conflict to sexual violence.

2
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When you first step in to the room at one of
these discussions the air is meant to be light,
friendly, and energized with excitement for
the conversation that is going to take place.
Members of Agora have said that among
others there are two overwhelming reasons
they hold it in such high regard.The first is that
the majority of the time you are there it feels
like a real community. Students are friendly,
will come up to you to strike a conversation,
make jokes and get to know each other. The
second is the discussions themselves. They are
designed in a way that you sit in a circle with
other students and give your thoughts, ideas,
and perspectives to the topic. The discussion
takes turns you would never anticipate.Yet you come
out of it with a new perspective, new knowledge, and
a drive to get more involved. One of the principles
is that communication is the first step to real change.
Bring a community together, create a dialogue, and take
action. It can be seen as an extension of a classroom
dialogue when the time is up and you want to keep
having the heated debate.
Yet the discussions are only one point. As mentioned above each student as well as teams of students
create their own initiatives. We have a monthly newsletter filled with articles, spotlights, and current events,
as well as events throughout the semester, workshops
in planning to provide real practice, and publicity to
students’ articles to give them an edge in their career.
Our shirts and other creative designs were completely
student run. We have also created programs for mentorship, Class Representatives, and are in the process of
creating S-CAR awards and scholarships. Most importantly, we have our first Agora conference on Polarized
Conflict Between Parties on April 8, 2015 from 1pm to
4pm in Research 163. It will be an incredible panel discussion with a breakout group involving speakers from
Congress, a Macedonian Parliamentarian, and other
knowledgeable professionals.
Although Agora is young, the reception has been
tremendous. It is an organization that fills a hole in the
undergraduate community that includes S-CAR, psychology, sociology, biology, pre-med, law, global affairs,
government, and so many other majors. We hope that
more students are able to hear about and get involved
in Agora. It has positively changed so many students’
experiences here at George Mason University.Though
if there is ever a time when the organization shrinks
back to just five members, it will still be just as special
since it is not the amount of members involved but the
feeling of community and the conversations that stem
from the raw potential of students. Not to forget all of
the incredible staff and faculty that are actively involved
to keep it growing and succeeding as well. As go the
pillars of Agora, may you go forward and succeed with
wisdom, autonomy, and practice. ■
SCHOOL FOR CONFLICT ANALYSIS AND RESOLUTION

Analyzing Civil War and Local Peacebuilding at S-CAR
By Christopher Mitchell, S-CAR Professor Emeritus of Conflict Analysis and Resolution, cmitchel@gmu.edu

I

initiatives

nterest in local peace
Line in Nicosia as neutral and peaceful
zones, local peace comground; Indian Major General Indar Jit
munities and local peaceRikye who had set up “the Rikye” safe
building actually started at
zone amid the first civil war in the Congo
ICAR – as it then was – as
in 1963 and then gone on to found the Inthe result of a visit that Denternational Peace Academy (IPAC) in New
nis Sandole and I (plus one
York to study peacekeeping forces; Liam
doctoral student) paid to a
Mahoney, the expert on protective accomsmall town on the Armepaniment for local individuals and organinian side of the border with
zations directly threatened with violence;
Azerbaijan in the early 1990s.
Professor Ed Garcia, originally from the
The Soviet Union had just colPhilippines and knowledgeable about local
lapsed, several of that Union’s
peace communities there and in Colombia;
San José de Apartadó, one of the more well
constituent republics had oband then-ICAR Director, Kevin Clements,
known zones of peace. Photo: Thomas Flores.
tained their independence, and,
who discussed the record of nuclear weapon independence, Armenia and Azerbaijan had taken to
ons free zones. A student research assistant was then
fighting sporadically but lethally over a chunk of Azerassigned to each speaker to help produce a joint article
baijan known as Ngorno Karabakh, which Armenians
and the results were finally published in June 1997 in the
claimed should rightfully belong to Armenia as it had an
journal Peace Review.
overwhelmingly Armenian population. At the time there
What next? Coincidentally, at that time ICAR
was a precarious truce, Armenia was desperately short
started to receive a cohort of bright and active doctoral
of power because an earthquake had damaged and shut
and masters students from Latin America - Catalina
down their nuclear power plant, and the State University Rojas, Beatriz Vejarano and (a bit later) Mery Rodriguez,
of Yerevan, our host, was continuing to teach courses
all from Colombia, as well as Giselle Ober from Peru,
with the greatest of difficulty.
Adriana Salcedo and Maria Dolores Rodriguez both
After a large and lavish dinner, with many toasts, the
from Ecuador, and Yves Renee Jennings from Haiti.
local mayor – a formidable and impressive lady – arose
All of them wanted to know why ICAR was doing so
and announced that she and her opposite number in
little work in and on Latin America, while the Colomthe town across the border in Azerbaijan, who had been
bia students were already aware of a large number of
a friend and colleague until just a few years ago, were
local peace communities and violence free zones that
thinking of establishing a peace zone along their mutual
existed amid the long drawn out civil war in their own
border “…to prevent accidents, to control armed clashes country.There was some mention of the work of a
and to build bridges between local people who until
Colombian umbrella organisation, REDEPAZ (Netrecently had been neighbours…” She was sure that the
work of Initiatives for Peace and against War) that was
experts from George Mason University’s conflict and
trying to coordinate, extend and reinforce the activipeace programme would have some useful ideas to offer. ties of some of the pioneering peace communities in
Fortunately, the doctoral student we had with us
Colombia – La India, Mogotes, Samaniego, San Jose de
was Lt Colonel Moorad Mooradian, U.S.Army (Retd.),
Apartado.
who proceeded to save ICAR’s - and our - reputation by
REDEPAZ had just been given a 2-year grant by
making a number of sensible and practical suggestions for the EU - later extended by another 4 years - to supsetting up a local peace zone as a tranquil “buffer” along
port their project "100 Municipalities of Peace” and
what had recently become a contentious, international
was hosting an organizing conference of peace comborder. However, as Dennis and I drove back from the
munities in Bogota in the Fall of 1999. I managed to
mountains towards Yerevan, we agreed that we had to
wangle myself an invitation to this meeting, met many
find out if anyone at ICAR was working on or knowlof the brave and determined campesinos and othedgeable about peace zones and how they worked.
ers who were trying to create islands of peace amid
As it turned out, there wasn’t - so I asked my thena vicious, three sided
Local Peacebuilding Working Group (LPWG)
GRA, Susan Allen, to start making arrangements for a
civil war, and talked with
The Zones of Peace Initiative is being revived under the
conference at ICAR that would involve scholars and
Ana Teresa Bernal, the
heading Local Peacebuilding Working Group. Students
practitioners who could talk about zones of peace and
dedicated Director of
give us ideas about their nature, varieties, and effectiveREDEPAZ. I came back interested in joining this group can find more information at:
scar.gmu.edu/zones-of-peace
ness.The conference duly took place about a year and a
to ICAR thinking that
half later and involved a huge variety of knowledgeable
we might help by surveypeople who came and talked about their experiences
ing and analyzing this local activity aimed at establishing
with peace “zones,” small, medium and large, locally or
peace zones in Colombia, as well as in other strife torn
nationally initiated, territorially or communally based.
countries. Could useful lessons be learned?
Among the participants were Robert Gravelle, who had
helped to establish the Ledra Palace Hotel on the Green
Continued on Page 8
HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU
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Reflections on Practice Through Intervention and
Arts Based Approaches
By Laura Villanueva, S-CAR PhD Student, ivillian2@masonlive.gmu.edu

I

events

n early February, the Center for
ners as we move in and through conflict.
Security Studies at ETH Zurich,
She reflects, “it is astonishing what can be
together with the Swiss Federal
accomplished through the smallest moveDepartment of Foreign Affairs,
ment patterns. A layered and complex
organized a retreat for practitionarrative can be generated from the
ners working on conflicts with
most compact experience. The transmisreligious dimensions. It combined
sion of worldviews is not only derived
arts-based reflection and peer
from an intellectual stance but through
exchange. I attended the retreat,
subtle gestures. Even the slightest movealong with another member of the
ments can increase or decrease levels of
PhD cohort, Jerome Armstrong,
receptiveness in relationships. What slips
and Dr. Susan Allen, who was one
through the cracks of communication can
of the facilitators of the afternoon
be recovered through somatic sensibilisessions.
ties.” A shared challenge that I have heard
In linking arts-based
many times in the field from different
approaches with intervention, the
practitioners is how to address ‘what slips
Laura Villanueva. Photo: Laura Villanueva.
goal was to create synergies that
through the cracks of communication.’ Ms.
would stimulate practitioners' difGillis' approach brings the human body as
ferent ‘zones of learning’ (rational,
a “teacher” and choreography itself as a
cognitive, intuitive, experiential, emotional). The mornings form of “cognition.”
were dedicated to an art-based approach, led by Margie
Every morning, she led 22 practitioners in dance
Gillis, an internationally acclaimed solo modern dancer/
movements/exercises that encouraged us to think not
choreographer.
only about the body but also with the body. This approach
The afternoons offered space for practitioners to
enabled us to experience and understand a new level of
reflect and discuss specific challenges they were facing
body awareness. The creativity that we seek to encourwithin their work. The safe space allowed practitioners
age as we move through conflict is a product not only of
to learn from each other and to address specific cases
the mind but also of the heart and the body. Practitioners
and served as fertile ground for new ideas. I use the
hailed from different cultures and this also provided an
word ‘fertile’ because we were entering those afternoons additional enriching and learning space since each one
inspired by our morning exploration and communication
of us was able to reflect on what the body means in our
through dance.
respective cultures and how it would feel and fit into our
As a field, I believe we are in need of finding new
work. The openness we seek to cultivate in our practices
ways of approaching conflict. The social effects of conflict usually refers to the mind. However, in the workshop
are also so complex
the openness and fluidity in our body translated into the
that finding new
openness and fluidity in our minds. This asks of us as pracmediums and languages titioners to revisit how such practices could benefit the
Tuesday, March 17, 2015
that can address the
field and the possible impact on shifts or transformations
Undergraduate Brown Bag Lecture Series: Complex
effects and cut across
in conflict. In order to pursue this, we should begin with
Insults in the Dynamics of Conflict
cultures
is
a
challenge.
ourselves as practitioners. Integrating the body into theory
2:00pm - 5:00pm
It is then both joyful
and practice in our field requires that we first explore
Wednesday, March 18, 2015
and inspiring when
such practices, which are being informed by neuroscience.
S-CAR Salon: Human Rights - Marc Gopin and Daniel
you experience a new
It would be difficult in this short reflection to fully
Rothbart
approach.
Margie
Gillis
explore
this methodology and its applications. However,
1:30pm - 3:00pm
engaged us during the
as a practitioner I highly recommend taking some time
retreat in her art-based to read The Choreography of Resolution. In this book, you
Wednesday, March 18, 2015
Realizing Peace: Loius Kriesberg
approach of "Dancing
will not only read about this methodology but also about
7:00am - 9:00pm
from the Inside Out." I
other pedagogical frameworks. I do believe that we must
will
share
a
reflection
invest more time in understanding the mind and body conWednesday, March 18, 2015
written
by
Ms.
Gillis
nection and how movement/dance is a resource for our
S-CAR's Dialogue and Difference Series
that
I
believe
speaks
work that involves transformational processes as well as a
7:30pm - 9:00pm
to how this approach
resource for self-care as practitioners. The retreat not only
For more, visit: scar.gmu.edu/events-roster
could be useful in its
provided us with a new tool to consider for our practitioapplications to our
ner’s toolbox but it was also re-energizing for the body,
work and for practitio- mind and soul. ■
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Opinion: Remembering Forgiveness
By Ibrahim Al-Hajjri, S-CAR PhD Student, ialhajjr@masonlive.gmu.edu

A

HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU

Muslim scholars and leaders in
conversations on forgiveness.
For this project, I took two
trips to Saudi Arabia and colEthiopia's Media War
lected data in the cities of Jeddah
Alemayehu Weldemariam, S-CAR MS
and Mecca. I approached as
Student
many scholars as I could, but
Al Jazeera 02/18/15
was faced with the challenges
of arranging for meetings in
To Finally see the Invisible Israelis before
a society not usually open to
our eyes
engaging with external initiaWalid Jawad, S-CAR Alumnus
tives. Nevertheless, through the
Al Arabiya News Channel 02/17/15
efforts of a capable research
assistant and the support of key
Conflict Analysts from S-CAR have
local contacts, I was able to meet
appeared on 14 occasions since the last
with over twenty scholars and
newsletter. These 2 represent a sample
ask them a set of open and close
of those publications. For a complete
ended questions in a semi-struclist, please visit: http://scar.gmu.edu/
tured informal approach. Many
media
of the interviews took place at
Umm Al-Qura University, one of
the most renowned Islamic universities in the world. Other
meetings took place at research centers, in scholars’ homes
and offices, in and around mosques, and places of historical
significance.
This research initiative yielded a number of informative
results.These results began with the difficulty of transferring
the literary meaning of the word forgiveness and unveiling
the richness of such word in the Arabic language, to appreciative reactions of Muslim scholars towards the historic
Pope’s act for forgiveness vis-à-vis many other acts from
Islamic history. After engaging with Muslim scholars in Saudi
Arabia, in what could best be described as difficult interviews on sensitive issues, we discovered that no harm could
be done by raising awareness of historical acts of forgiveness
even in reticent societies. Rather, by remembering those
examples from history, a rewarding positive learning experience may be the only obvious result of such initiative.We
learned that not only were the majority of Saudi scholars
appreciative of the Pope’s choice to forgive, but some went
as far as saying that he should have been rewarded. As much
as the Muslim scholars demonstrated gratitude towards the
Catholic leader’s action, they were also adamant in responding with examples from Islamic history. Islam does not
require forgiveness but encourages and rewards such acts,
and thus there are many examples of Islamic forgiveness
in history. Famed Muslim leaders such as Saladin showed
compassion and forgiveness post-Crusades, and Emir
Abdelkader, who protected the Christians from the Druze
in nineteenth century Damascus. Abdelkader’s character
earned global recognition, even as far as the U.S., where the
city of Elkader in Iowa was named after him. Abdelkader
and Saladin, among all Muslims, drew their inspiration from
the Prophet Mohammed.

Recent Media Appearances

press

cursory look at today’s headlines paints a picture of
a troubled world with growing violence and complex conflicts. Local and international news outlets
continue to reflect those dire realities. From the shootings
of unarmed young black American men and the point-blank
murder of unarmed American Muslims to issues abroad with
the extremist attacks on cartoonists and the emergence of
a new order of global deadly violence. Almost every continent, region, country, and community is plagued by a global
nexus of interrelated conflicts.
Consequences of these conflicts are often translated
into cultures of fear and hate, which fuel anti-Semitic, antiMuslim, racist, or sexist paradigms. The world we live in
today is in desperate need of a potent dose of healing and
reconciliation. Joseph Montville sees forgiveness as an integral part of processes that lead to healing and reconciliation.
However, there is very little talk about prospects for forgiveness. Perhaps, the time has come to reprioritize forgiveness
within the clashing public spheres.
Forgiveness is not a new phenomenon, and the word
“reprioritize” was chosen purposefully to demonstrate the
roots of such an old understanding. Forgiveness is perhaps
as old as humanity, and is certainly embedded in all major
religions and exists in the spirit of humankind. As forgiveness
is timeless, it is also impactful, with continued influence even
years after an act of forgiveness. A notable example of such
long-impactful forgiveness is illustrated in the case of Pope
(Saint) John Paul II. Pope John Paul II was shot by Turkish
extremist Mehmet Ali Agca in 1981. Pope John Paul II spoke
publically from the hospital, and forgave the man who had
tried to kill him, before visiting him and forgiving him privately in person.
John Paul II’s public and private gestures of forgiveness
captured the hearts of millions around the world. He was a
religious authority and a world leader who personified the
notion of love and forgiveness. His message and this important act of love remain in the hearts and minds of so many
of his admirers to this day and serves as an example of the
lasting power of forgiveness. Seeking a richer understanding of such a powerful notion, the former Dean of S-CAR,
Dr.Andrea Bartoli, and I designed and implemented an
exploratory action research with support from the Fetzer
Institute (2012-2014).The core idea was to test esteemed
Saudi Arabian Islamic scholars’ reactions to a Catholic
leader’s act of forgiveness towards a Muslim assassin, and
at the same time unravel insightful
meanings of Islamic forgiveness.The
data collection took place in Saudi
Arabia, which wields great influence over the Islamic world, but is
simultaneously often greatly misunderstood. The project was designed
to strengthen the understanding of
forgiveness concepts from an Islamic
perspective, raise awareness of hisIbrahim Al-Hajjri.
toric acts of forgiveness, and engage
Photo: S-CAR.

Continued on Page 8
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Caroline Chisolm, S-CAR Undergraduate Student

s-car spotlight

By Dylan Bates, Undergraduate Student Founder and Outreach Officer of Agora, dbates3@masonlive.gmu.edu

6

O

riginally from Rhode
tative measures in international
Island, Caroline
conflict near the non-profit
Chisolm is a current
sector. This drive stems from her
student at S-CAR and one of
experience of being inside the
the most passionate and enerPentagon during the September
getic student leaders. She has
11 attacks as well as the broad
been very active in S-CAR’s
mistreatment and stereotyping of
undergraduate organizaMuslims that resulted from that
tion, Agora, regularly attends
sad incident.
discussions and gives great
Caroline also served as the
insights into issues. Caroline
Vice President of Communications
is also as very proactive in
for Alpha Omicron Pi, is in the
organizing events, starting
Honors College, and was a writer
new initiatives, and supporting Caroline Chisolm. Photo: Caroline
and photographer for Her Campus
Chisom.
others.
GMU. She likes to travel abroad and
She is enthusiastic because “everyone has
is currently studying at Oxford University for the
such different experiences to share and it is a
semester. Caroline has made a strong impression
very like-hearted group of individuals that want
with her work ethic, intelligence, and creativity.
to make the status quo better.” Since joining
We look forward to more great things to come
S-CAR, she has focused her interests on prevenfrom Caroline. ■

Nicole Eisenschenk, Dual Master's Degree in Conflict Resolution and
Mediterranean Security
By Thanos Gatias, S-CAR PhD Candidate, agatsias@gmu.edu

N

icole Eisenschenk is
she worked for Wall Street English
a student in the Dual
Thailand, an English language
Master’s Program in
school that catered to students
Conflict Resolution and Mediover the age of 15 from many
terranean Security, which S-CAR
different educational and profesoffers in cooperation with the
sional backgrounds.
University of Malta. Nicole
Nicole enjoyed her time
earned her Bachelor of Business
immensely in Bangkok. Not only
Administration in Management
was she able to experience the life
with a minor in Sports Manageand food of the city, she was able
ment from Stetson University in
to travel to numerous locations in
DeLand, Florida.
Southeast Asia. After two years of
After years of trying to
teaching, Nicole felt that she could
find the perfect job, Nicole
do more to make a difference in
Nicole Eisenschenk. Photo: Nicole
worked in customer service
the lives of people but felt that
Eisenschenk.
based jobs mainly in her homeher educational background was
town of Key West, Florida. Disinsufficient enough. As she looked
satisfied with the job market, she decided to leave
for Graduate Programs in Europe she decided to
it all behind and move overseas to teach English as
see if there were any programs in Malta, a country
a second language. Her love for travel and experiwhere her mother’s family lives. She happened to
encing new cultures was the motivating factor in
find the Dual Master’s Program and immediately
this life change. She also beleived that the certificaknew this was what she was destined to do. Nicole
tion and experience gained from teaching overseas
focuses her attention on conflicts in Maghreb and
could help her continue to do what she loves Mashreq. She also plans to pursue a thesis focused
traveling and interacting with people.
on that region of the world. She hopes to take the
In 2012, Nicole flew to Phnom Penh, Cambodia Foreign Service Officers examinationcome the
to begin her 4-week TESOL certification course
summer so that she can pursue a career in diploand, after two weeks moved to Pattaya, Thailand,
macy, something she would never have imagined
to continue her training. After her TESOL gradufor herself when she finished her undergraduate
ation, Nicole settled in Bangkok, Thailand where
degree. ■
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The Escalating "War on Terror": Is there a Role for Conflict Resolution
Continued from page 1

The invasion’s role in generating insurgency is, of course, entirely
outside the scope of his vision. Meanwhile, the “savages” live up to
their billing when hundreds of them surround Kyle and his buddies in
Fallujah in a clear replay of the climactic Cowboys vs. Indians battle
that ends so many Hollywood Westerns. Here, the exclusionary focus
serves the additional purpose of turning the forces whose mechanized
assaults killed tens of thousands of Iraqis and led to the deaths of
hundreds of thousands more into an outnumbered, outgunned handful
of heroes.
“American Sniper” deserves a far longer discussion. Since many
people believe that its vision is noble and true, even that its depiction
of Kyle’s PTSD and family difficulties makes it an “anti-war” movie,
it deserves the sort of public discussion that S-CAR helped organize in the case of Mel Gibson’s equally divisive film, “The Passion of
the Christ” (2004). But the issue I want to emphasize here is how
extreme focus, eliminating both breadth and depth, historical context
and psychological motivation, afflicts our general approach to the “War
on Terror” and effectively rules out conflict resolution.
In a previous book (Rubenstein, 2010), I argued that such a
narrowing of vision often occurs as public attention is drawn increasingly to the depredations of hostile foreign forces. People generally
begin as skeptical of hawkish claims and demands. But this skepticism
fades when enemy atrocities, sometimes involving American victims,
seize center stage. We are revolted and affrighted by the adversary’s
methods and ideology. As violent, sinister forces make territorial
and propaganda gains, a growing sense of vulnerability inclines us to
think in terms of self-defense. Soon, all we can see is what appears
in the sniper’s scope: in this case, Muslim extremists attacking cities,
beheading hostages, slaughtering captured soldiers, destroying priceless antiquities, and threatening to annihilate civilians they brand
“apostates.”
What motives can they possibly have? In particular, what can
explain the propensity of Islamic State leaders to produce and circulate
slick videos of their fighters committing such atrocities? A current
answer commanding wide attention explains that, as passionate fundamentalists, they believe in the justice and current applicability of all
the customs and punishments described in the Koran, from slavery and
concubinage to crucifixion and the execution of prisoners. Moreover,
like the Aum Shinryko sectarians who released poison gas in a Tokyo
subway twenty years ago, they are fanatical believers in a coming
apocalypse: an end-of-days battle with Christian forces (“Rome”) that
will inaugurate the messianic kingdom and return the Islamic empire
to its former glory (Wood, 2015. For competing views, see Jenkins,
2015, and Tharoor, 2015). Other commentators, stressing the Islamic
State’s capture of territory and campaign to create a united caliphate,
have compared its leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, to the megalomaniac
German conqueror, Adolf Hitler. According to them, what attracts
recruits to the extremist camp is conquest, which produces jobs, loot,
adventure, comradeship, sexually exploitable women, and glory. Videos
dramatizing the conquerors’ ruthlessness thus offer power and pride
to potential allies while spreading fear among potential enemies.
These views, which imply the necessity to fight to the death
against ISIS and its sympathizers, are not so much wrong as blindingly
partial. They neither ask nor answer questions like: How did a handful
of violent ideologues become the rulers of a state that “now controls territory the size of Belgium, governs millions of people, draws
on billions of dollars in revenue and commands tens of thousands of
foot soldiers” (McCaul, 2015)? Why have so many people, including
HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU

young Muslims from Western nations and
Sunnis who do not share the ISIS theology,
attempted to join forces with them or to aid
them? Why is their influence spreading so
rapidly outside Iraq and Syria? Responding to
such inquiries requires that one pay attention
to the history of the region, including the
roots of Sunni-Shia conflict, the legacies of
colonial rule, the role of capitalist institutions
in generating mass joblessness and inequality, Richard Rubenstein.
and the story of how Western intervenPhoto: Mason Creative
tions abetted the rise of Islamist extremism. Services.
Perhaps more important, it requires broadening one’s focus to include the basic needs of Arab and other Muslim
peoples (not just their leaders) which, unsatisfied, incline masses of
alienated people to support extremist solutions.
What are these needs? Only those suffering deprivation can
tell us, but they seem to include an end to gross political, judicial, and
economic corruption – a demand that has fueled violent puritanical
movements since the Protestant Reformation – as well as needs for
decent jobs; opportunities for morally fulfilling, socially useful work;
satisfying personal relationships; secure, positive cultural identities; and
the right to make collective decisions and to decide one's own fate
free of foreign domination. (Surely, the demand for a revived “caliphate,” which many Westerners view as unspeakably weird, reflects a
widespread distaste for the political divisions imposed upon Arab
peoples by the Sykes-Picot agreement of 1916 and other colonial
‘divide and conquer’ schemes.) If, in fact, people are joining extremist
organizations in order to satisfy such needs, the question that then
demands an answer is precisely that of conflict resolution. How can
the parties caught up in brutal conflict be brought together to determine for themselves what imperative needs demand satisfaction and
what institutional changes are required to do the job?
This question also indicates what’s missing in the Hitler/al-Baghdadi analogy. Having captured Europe's leading industrial state (with
the aid of its leading industrialists), and joined forces with Asia's leading
industrial state, Adolf Hitler and his Axis allies could be dealt with
in no way other than all out war. Before the 1930s, however, when
Germany was saddled with war guilt, impoverished, and humiliated by
myopic Allied leaders, policies devoted to conflict resolution rather
than punishment might well have helped satisfy the urgent needs that,
left to fester, led directly to the rise of the Nazis.
The situation in the Middle East at present seems much closer to
that of the twenties than the thirties. The problem is how to prevent
ISIS from winning the loyalty of the Muslim masses and committing
further atrocities against non-Sunnis and Sunnis they consider impious or apostates. The solution, I believe, is not to fight the apocalyptic
war the extremists seem to be hoping for, but, while helping to defend
communities threatened by extinction, to make it possible for representatives of warring peoples who are willing to talk with each other
do so. Attempts to wipe out groups like ISIS will produce only pyrrhic
victories, since unsatisfied basic needs will continue to generate violent
extremism. Surely, it's time to see what can be done by the parties
themselves, assisted by trusted, independent facilitators, to resolve a
network of escalating conflicts.
NOTE:The references for this article will be available on the online version at: http://
scar.gmu.edu/newsletter-article/escalating-war-terror-there-role-conflict-resolution ■
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Analyzing Civil War and Local Peacebuilding
at S-CAR
From this thought, and with the support of faculty such as Kevin
Avruch and Wallace Warfield, emerged the Local Zones of
Peace Working Group (ZoPWG) consisting of most of our Latin
American students and many others who were interested in the
topic, often as one aspect of their dissertation work, among them
Pushpa Iyer, originally from Gujerat but interested in zones of
peace in Mindanao; Landon Hancock, working on his dissertation
about Northern Ireland; Bobby Jose from the Philippines; Krista
Rigalo and Nancy Morrison who had both worked in the Sudan
and were interested in peace “corridors” for delivering food
and medical supplies to civilians; and Jennifer Langdon, already
teaching on the Criminal Justice Program at Towson University
but willing to help write about Peru and the Rondas Campesinas there. We were also fortunate in obtaining a small grant
from USIP to support the work and this enabled us to employ
a Colombian anthropologist, Sara Ramirez, as a field worker to
undertake interviews, although the dangers of such work became
evident when one of the local paramilitary groups accused her
of being a guerrilla agent and she had to leave the country and
spend a year at ICAR working directly with ZoPWG.
So that was how ICAR became interested in local peace zones
and communities. As with many ICAR projects and programs,
the ZoPs Working Group arose from the shared interests of
a group of faculty and students and their willingness to spend
scarce and valuable time and effort on the program, even though
it was not part of the formal course work, even though nobody
gained 1, 2 or 3 credits for the work, and even though it took
participants away from outside work, family, courses, and writing.
I can only hope the rest of the Group gained as much knowledge
and insight about conflict analysis and resolution as I did – and
enjoyed it as much. ■

Remembering Forgiveness
Continued from page 5

The Muslim scholars explained that the Prophet Mohammed remains the exemplary character to emulate for all Muslims. His acts
of forgiveness were revisited by all the scholars that participated
in this research effort. Perhaps the most recognized example was
when Prophet Mohammed forgave the people of Quraish who
had attempted to kill him and his followers for years before he
returned to Mecca. In a well known example from biblical history,
Prophet Mohammed referenced Joseph and his forgiveness of his
brothers, and let everyone who had been fighting him go free.
The examples set by the interviewees portray a side of Islam that
contradicts ongoing media-driven misconceptions of the world’s
second largest religion, a side that is often overwhelmed by understandings of violence and extremism. Saudi scholars recognize that
the image of Islam as an unforgiving religion is false. In fact, they
insist that Islam is the most forgiving religion. Muslims believe that
forgiveness combined with reconciliation will earn them a reward
from Allah, which is a strong source for motivation. In addition, Islam puts forgiveness in very high regard. Mohammed Abu-Nimer
says, “The forgiveness that vanquishes hatred and anger is a prized
virtue in Islam, greater even than justice.”
No matter which world religion is the most forgiving, competition towards greater forgiveness seems more useful for our
field than competition towards more violence. As the CAR
community continues to research ways to approach and deal with
conflict, forgiveness becomes increasingly relevant to the study of
conflict resolution.The power of forgiveness may influence positive and lasting change, an important concept to understand for
scholars and practitioners in our field. It is time to remember and
reprioritize forgiveness in the face of growing global fear, hate, and
violence. ■
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Preventing Violence in Nigeria’s 2015 Elections
By John Paden, Clarence Robinson Professor of International Studies at George Mason University, jpaden@gmu.edu
Ernest Ogbozor, S-CAR PhD Candidate, eogbozor@masonlive.gmu.edu
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igeria’s then-PresCongress (APC); suggest that
ident, Goodluck
peaceful polls might be elusive.
Jonathan and the opposiThis article reviews the factors
tion leader, Muhammadu
likely to undermine the conduct
Buhari, signed a peace pact
of the 2015 election.
in January 2015, referred to
In 2011, Nigeria experias “Abuja Peace Accord.” The
enced post-election violence
peace accord was signed in
that left about 800 people
the presence of the former
dead and previous elections
Secretary General of the
in the country had followed a
United Nations, Kofi Annan,
similar trend. Threat analyses
to ensure that the political
conducted by various orgaFrom left to right: Goodluck Jonathan and
parties were committed to
nizations showed that the
Muhammadu Buhari. Photo: Flickr user
peaceful elections. United
likelihood of violence was
CityPeople News Nigeria.
States Secretary of State
higher this time than in previJohn Kerry and former
ous elections partly because
South African President,
of the strong opposition that
Thabo Mbeki also met with the two top presidential suddenly sprang up to challenge the dominant
contenders on different occasions to reiterate the
party. As such, violence preventive measures were
need for free and fair elections in Nigeria devoid of
initiated by various stakeholders, both within
violence. However, in spite of
the country and from the international commuthese efforts, there were fears
nity, to forestall issues that could undermine the
and anxiety that the forces
conduct of the election and destabilize the counworking against the peacetry. However, the current developments in the
Network: Feminist Dinner Parties and
ful
conduct
of
the
upcoming
country make one question whether the various
the Necessity of Feminist Curiosity
elections might be difficult
violence prevention efforts are yielding results.
Initiatives: Dual Degree Students have
to contain. The shift in the
First, let us reflect on the reasons for the
election date; the new alliance
election postponement. Prior to February 14,
a "Dual" Day of Career Development
between Boko Haram and
2015, INEC and Nigeria security agencies assured
and Exploration
the ISIS; the challenges of the
Nigerians that they were ready for the elections.
Events: ISA Honors Christopher Mitchell
Independent National Electoral However, on February 7, one week before the comPress: Media Appearances
Commission (INEC); and the
mencement of the election, Chairman of INEC,
Opinion: Let's talk about US deadly campaign strategies of
Professor Attahiru Jega announced a shift in the
the two major political parelection dates to March 28 (Presidential election)
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ties, Peoples Democratic Party
and April 11, 2015 (Governorship election).
Spotlight: Carol Daniel Kasbari
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Spotlight: Asha Noor
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Feminist Dinner Parties and the
Necessity of Feminist Curiosity
By Lisa McLean, S-CAR PhD Student, lmclean3@masonlive.gmu.edu
Alice Peck, S-CAR MS Student, apeck2@masonlive.gmu.edu

O

network

n April 2, 2015 Dr. Cynthia Enloe
these goals. Reflecting on her recent book,
of Clark University presented the
Seriously!, Enloe described an imaginary
keynote address, “How to Take
dinner party attended by prominent and
Militarized Masculinities Seriously
revolutionary feminists from around the
Without Losing Your Feminist Curiosity,”
world. The central toast of this dinner party
at the Center for the Study of Gender
was the message “never accept later”:
and Conflict’s third annual research conference. Before her address, CGC staff
Never accept later. Never be satisfied when they
members, Lisa McLean and Alice Peck
say, “that’s a great idea, we’ll work on that, it
interviewed Dr. Enloe, and a lively conwill come later,” because later never comes, and
versation on a range of subjects ensued,
when later does come, it’s too late. All of the other
including integrating gender analysis into
systems are firmly established so that when you do
university curricula, harnessing key skills Dr. Cynthia Enloe. Photo: Clark
get your demand met, the structure is so elaborate
for feminist activists and academics, and University.
and so institutionalized that by the time your
militarized masculinities and policing in
request is respected, in fact, it will have no effect on
the United States.
the workings on power. “Not now, later,” simply becomes another
Our interview began by discussing the critical need for
system.
the broad implementation of gender analysis in academic
programs, research, and practice in order to create deeper
Rejecting the ‘add-women-and-stir’ approach, Enloe argues
understandings of the dynamics of conflict and war. Dr.
that a feminist curiosity is not merely “a side dish of brussel
Enloe addressed the central issue that confronts feminists in sprouts,” but requires “a profound rethinking” of academic
academia and beyond, one aptly captured by the assertion
programming and practice in conflict resolution.
of Mason's Dr. Ingrid Sandole-Staroste (2011) that, “gender
To successfully pursue necessary structural and instiis all too often understood to mean ‘women’[…] and it is
tutional change is an extremely fraught and complex issue.
mostly left to feminists and other female scholars to address Enloe suggests three political skills that all feminists should
gender relations.” We asked Cynthia for her perspective on
embrace to ensure their work is oriented to positive social
gender courses that are framed merely as an ‘option’ or elec- change, without perpetuating the “unreliable” status quo.
tive, as opposed to fully integrated into core political science The first is to recognize and resist tokenism: “how to tell if
and conflict resolution curricula. She responded:
you’re a token? One of the hallmarks of a token is that it
is visible, but it changes nothing.” The second skill is to be
Why do you really think that your analysis of conflict is reliable
cognizant of co-optation, which Enloe admits is a challenge:
when you’ve got no gender analysis in here? What do you really
“some of us cannot tell that we’ve been co-opted until it’s
think you can say about the causes of war, or the ongoing dynamalready too late and we have lost the trust of the people
ics of war - as in Iraq over years, or what makes for sustainable
with whom we thought we were allied.” The third skill is
peace, or a just post-war society? What makes you think you can
to acknowledge when you are becoming complicit: “While
understand any of those things if you don’t ever put your mind to
being co-opted usually means that you believe that you are
investigating the workings of masculinities, femininities, and the
still the force for positive change, you don’t realize that you’ve
lives of women[…] If you can’t understand the workings of relabeen hugged to death. Complicit really means that you’ve
tionships between men and women, then you can’t, in fact, make
sold a little bit of your soul. That you’ve lost some capacreliable sense out of any conflict.
ity to really see what your own goals have been warped to
become.” These skills are important not only to feminists,
This perspective merits emphasis. It is not merely an argubut to everyone committed to social justice work. A ‘feminist
ment that women’s voices, needs, and expertise should be
curiosity’ about power, positioning, discourse, and the ways
considered in conflict analysis and resolution, but that it is
in which these are used to support the status quo, or chalimpossible to fully conceive of the causes of conflict, its con- lenge structures of power is critical for burgeoning activists.
sequences, or paths to its just resolution without attention to
A curiosity regarding gender and conflict enables scholars
the gendered dynamics of war.
to explore spaces commonly overlooked in analysis of conflict
Cynthia is not alone in voicing this critique; numerand violence, and to consider the ways in which militarism
ous feminist scholars have called for such a paradigm shift
seeps into areas of everyday life. A curiosity about gender
and important gains have been made within the academy
reveals the gendered experiences of violence in places not
in international institutions like the UN, and in peacebuildtypically considered ‘warzones.’
ing programs. Enloe warns, however, that young feminists
Continued on Page 8
should not be complacent in pushing for change to realize
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Dual Degree Students have a "Dual" Day
of Career Development and Exploration
By Jacqueline Finch, Career and Academic Advisor, jfinch@masonlive.gmu.edu

O

initiatives

From left to right: Jenna Maynard, Nicole Eisenschenk, Durrell
Quarles, Joshua Maynard, Jared Purkey, Peter Farrugia,
Lauren Corboy, Roksolana Burianenko, Dr. Omar Grech from
the Mediterranean Academy of Diplomatic Studies, Thomas
Schmidt, Political, Economic, and Commercial Officer at the
US Embassy and Thanos Gatsias, Teaching Coordinator. Photo:
Thanos Gatsias.

n Friday, February 27, 2015, the cohort from the
USA-EU Collaborative Dual Degree Program in Malta
had a “dual” of a day! To start out their Career in
Diplomacy exploration day, they visited the U.S. Embassy
in Malta, where they observed the multi-faceted work of
the U.S. Diplomats in action. They returned to campus to
meet with U.S. Diplomat in Residence Terry Davidson, via
Skype. They explored with him further the advantages of a
career with the U.S. Department of State and learned how
to apply for employment and other job options available to
them upon graduation. Thanos Gatsias, the teaching coordinator explained: “The session lasted for more than an
hour and the students seemed to be genuinely interested
in it.” A student, Joshua Maynard, said that it was a most
useful and helpful event.
The Dual Degree program combines the faculties of
two renowned educational institutions: George Mason
University's School for Conflict Analysis and Resolution,
the oldest and largest program of graduate conflict studies in the United States, and the University of Malta's
Mediterranean Academy of Diplomatic Studies, which has
been offering advanced degrees in diplomacy and building
bridges between Europe, North Africa and the Middle East
for the past twenty-five years. The program is delivered
over the course of three semesters on a full time basis
beginning every September. Throughout the first two
semesters, classes are held on a block basis; the third
semester is devoted to the completion of dissertation/
project work. If you are interested in more information,
please check out the website: scar.gmu.edu/academics/
maltaprogram or www.um.edu.mt/imp ■

"Ferguson" by Laura Villanueva, S-CAR PhD Student
Shooting, Looting,
No more apple pie,
Media Outlets,
Scribble, Scrabble,
What headline can we chime?

Show up, Blow up
Time, Time, Time,
these lives matter,
those lives matter,
tear gas got me high.

Testimony, witness story,
chanting on the rise,
hands up, buckle up,
ain’t no end in sight.

Badges, clashes,
do not cross the line,
Monticello, Histories gallows,
Get ready for the ride.

HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU

Laura Villanueva.
Photo: Laura Villanueva.
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ISA Honors Christopher Mitchell
By Kwaw de Graft-Johnson, S-CAR Newsletter Editor, kdegraft@masonlive.gmu.edu

A

events

t this year's International
Nationalists and Unionists in
Studies Association’s (ISA)
Northern Ireland, Basques
annual convention, the
and Spaniards, Moldovans
Peace Studies Section proudly
and Trans-Dniestrians, and
honored Dr. Christopher
among diverse Liberian
Mitchell with a Distinguished
factions.
Scholar Award. Dr. Mitchell,
His first serious research
who was honored alongside
into conflict sources and
Dr. Vivienne Jabri of King’s
dynamics involved work in
College London and Dr. I.
the Horn of Africa before
William Zartman of Johns
it was afflicted by the Cold
Hopkins University, is wellWar, followed by an examiknown for the depth of his
nation of peacemaking and
theoretical work as well as his
peace breaking in Sudan
use of the problem-solving
on the 1970s and 1980s. His
workshop to engage in track
later work involved efforts
II diplomacy. As we at S-CAR
to develop solutions for the
know, Chris is regarded as
conflict over the Falklands/
one of the most significant
Malvinas Islands, which
From left to right: Landon E. Hancock and Christopher Mitchell.
scholars in the field of coninvolved an examination of
Photo: Roger Mac Ginty.
flict resolution and one of
the intellectual dead ends
the general pioneers of the
provided by concepts such
idea of a scholar-practitioner. Since writing his now
as "territorial sovereignty," "self-determination” and
classic Structure of International Conflict in 1981 (A
uni-dimensional "national identity." With over two
new edition of this book, The Nature of Intractable
decades of teaching experience, Professor Mitchell
Conflict, was published in fall 2014), his research has
has supervised numerous doctoral dissertations and
focused on peace making.
mentored many young scholars.
Chris has held academic positions at London
S-CAR Dean, Kevin Avruch, has described
University, the University of Southampton, and
Chris' work in the conflict resolution field, as using
City University, London, and has taught at the
his practice to inform his research and theoryUniversity of Southern California, Brigham Young
building. "Indeed, he has often said that his work
University, and the University of Maryland. He was
as a practitioner is the basis on which his research
a full time teaching faculty of S-CAR for 17 years
and theorizing have grown and matured over the
and was the School's Director for four. In the 1960s,
years. He shares this commitment with his mentor
he was a member of the pioneering research team
John Burton. One result of closely linking practice
at University College, London, which, under the
to theory is the way he has of connecting microleadership of Dr. John Burton, developed the basic
level aspects of conflict resolution (for example,
ideas of conflict
the various roles of different sorts of third parties)
resolution, problem
with meso- and macro-level concerns (for example
solving workshops,
the broader context of asymmetric power relations
and informal “Track
among the parties and other structural features of
II” interventions into the conflict)."
Monday, April 20, 2015
protracted conflicts.
We at S-CAR would like to congratulate Chris on
Cognitions, Emotions and Mental Constructs
He has been involved his award and his continued commitment to S-CAR
1:30pm-3:00pm
in Track II intervenand the field. As Landon Hancock said, "It was the
tions that have tried
distinct pleasure of the awards committee to include
Wedneaday, April 22, 2015
to
address
the
sources
Chris as one of this year’s honorees and to have
Celebration of Achievements
of
and
solutions
for
S-CAR as a partner in sponsoring this event. We look
5:30pm-8:00pm
conflicts between
forward to continued partnership with S-CAR as we
Greek and Turkish
try to build the Peace Studies Section into a vibrant
Thursday, April 23, 2015
Cypriots, Israelis
community to bring together scholars and students
Syria: Coordinated Disengagement, Local
and Palestinians,
of peace and conflict resolution. Hopefully, we will
Governance, and Functional Coexistence
Somalis and
have the opportunity to recognize the many accom5:00pm-7:00pm
Ethiopians, British
plishments of S-CAR’s faculty, students, and alumni
For more, visit scar.gmu.edu/events-roster
and Argentinians,
as we all work together to strengthen the field." ■

Upcoming S-CAR Community Events
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Student Opinion:
Let’s Talk about U.S.-Southeast Asia Relations
By Nhina Le, S-CAR PhD Student, mle14@masonlive.gmu.edu

S

-CAR's Asian graduate students organized a meeting, to
discuss U.S. - Southeast Asia relations. This also served
as an exciting reunion between two old friends, Dennis
Sandole, a Professor of International Relations and Conflict
Resolution at S-CAR, and Daniel Chew, a former Senior
Cultural Affairs Specialist at the U.S. Embassy in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia. Chew served as a program officer for
Sandole’s U.S. State Department lecture tours to Malaysia
and Southeast Asia (SEA) for twenty years.
Convening this meeting demonstrated Sandole’s ability to sustain the connection between S-CAR and Asian
officials and scholars via track-two diplomacy. This kind of
diplomacy involves informal dialogue and problem-solving
activities aimed at building relationships and encouraging
new thinking that can inform policy-making. It includes
academics, entrepreneurs, and leaders of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and civil society organizations
(CSOs) who interact more freely than state officials.
Our discussions included three themes: (a) the rise of
the so-called Islamic State (IS) and security implications for
SEA and America, (b) “lesser-known” stories of the U.S.
“pivot” toward Asia, and (c) SEA opportunities for recent
graduates from S-CAR and other universities in America.
The discussion allowed all participants, including myself,
the opportunity to think deeply and broadly about these
themes.
The rise of IS and implications for SEA and America

From left to right: Asaka Ishiguro, Yerin Lee, Nhina Le, Elmilia and Daniel Chew,
Dennis Sandole, Naphaphanni Singsuwan, and Willy Torres. Photo: Nhina Le.

HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU

Recent S-CAR Media Appearances

press

Most participants in the meeting were interested in
understanding the linkages between IS and SEA. IS is a predominantly Sunni jihadist group seeking to sow civil unrest
in Iraq and the Levant with the aim of establishing a caliphate - a single, transnational Islamic state based on sharia.
The group emerged from the ashes of the U.S.-led invasion

to oust Saddam
Hussein; al-Qaeda
in Iraq, and the
Voices: In Midst of War, Life Goes on for
insurgency that
Syrian Kids
followed provided
April Umminger, S-CAR MS Student
IS fertile ground
USA Today, 4/26/15
to wage guerrilla
warfare against
Cyclone Pam is Just the Start
coalition forces
Yvett Clarke and Michael Shank, S-CAR
and their domestic
Alumnus
allies.
Newsweek 3/19/15
Chew explained
that, as the U.S.
Virginia Arrest Records Show Racial
sought to assemble
Disparities
an international
Johnny Mack, S-CAR PhD Candidate
coalition to combat
WAMU 88.5 FM American University Radio,
this threat, it
3/10/15
looked mostly to
the Middle East and
Conflict Analysts from S-CAR have
Europe, the regions
appeared on 16 occasions since the last
that seem to face a
newsletter. These 3 represent a sample
direct threat from
of those publications. For a complete list,
militant Islamist
please visit: http://scar.gmu.edu/media
groups. However,
other parts of the
world were just
as anxious about IS—above all, SEA. The top
concern for SEA governments was that IS’s
extremist ideology could prove attractive to the
region’s Muslims. It may lure some Muslims to
the Middle East to fight as part of the group,
and carry the ideology and fighting experiences back to SEA. Singapore has revealed to
mainstream media that several of its nationals
have made their way to the Middle East to join
IS. The Philippine government has suggested
that local IS sympathizers are attempting to
recruit from among the Bangsamoro populations from southern islands of the country. Still,
the greatest concern comes from Indonesia
and Malaysia. In Indonesia, radical groups have
declared support for the Islamic State in Jakarta,
Surakarta, and other cities. In Malaysia, the
police have arrested 19 IS-inspired militants
planning attacks in and around Kuala Lumpur
against pubs, discos, and a Carlsberg brewery.
Three Malaysian women were alleged to have
left for Syria to wage a “sexual jihad” ( jihad
al-nikah), offering offering their bodies to IS
fighters to boost their morale.

Note: This article is continued online at:
http://scar.gmu.edu/newsletter-article/let's-talk-about-ussoutheast-asia-relations ■
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Carol Daniel Kasbari, S-CAR PhD Student

s-car spotlight

By Kwaw de Graft-Johnson, S-CAR Newsletter Editor, kdegraft@masonlive.gmu.edu

I

n 2011, Carol Daniel Kasbari was invited to give
a TEDx Talk about her work with Palestinians
and Israelis. “My talk was focused in urging
both people to step out of their respective comfort zones, and to engage in actions and activities
that will bring conflict transformation." Carol’s
message was borne out of her professional experience of working in the region for over 20 years
as well as her personal background. “It is only
through personal commitment, activism and
collaboration that we can see a genuine sustainable peace process in the region that is based on
equality, justice, and shared responsibility."
Carol joined the S-CAR community in Fall
2014 as part of the incoming PhD cohort. “After
more than a decade out of school, I decided to
further my education out of a desire to conduct
a broader and deeper theoretical analysis that can
be used to develop new frameworks of peacebuilding." Carol’s focus thus far in the program
has been on the role of the media in conflict resolution. “My interest in this area comes from my
long years of work with media professionals on
the conflict coverage."
In 1998, Carol co-founded the Israeli
Palestinian Media Forum (IPMF) to enable partnerships between both sides to emerge through

Asha Noor, S-CAR MS Student
By Kwaw de Graft-Johnson, S-CAR Newsletter Editor, kdegraft@masonlive.gmu.edu

O

n April 14, 2015,
Asha Noor was
invited on the
Kojo Nnamdi Show,
to talk about the
recent ter orist attacks
by Al-Shabab, and
the challenges facing
Somali-Americans. "I
agreed to be on the
From left to right: Imam/Professor Johari, Asha show because many
Noor and Kojo Nnamdi. Photo: Asha Noor.
individuals thought I
could better represent
the concerns and views of the Somali diaspora
as this issue is something I have been working
on for several years." Asha has been involved
in the Somali diaspora in North America and
some of the organizations that she has been
a part of are the Somali Diaspora Youth,
ADAR Foundation, IRUSA, and Global Somali
Diaspora. "What continues to drive my involvement with these groups, are our collaborative
efforts to see a better future for Somalia."
Asha is a master's student at S-CAR and her
6

productions, exchange of
articles, and joint initiatives.
Carol also worked to establish a similar organization in
Cyprus for media professionals there to collaborate. All
of this made her realize how
crucial the journalist's role is
in transforming the conflict
and creating a new reality.
Her work was supported by
UNESCO for eight years and Carole Daniel Kasbari.
later by USAID and interna- Photo: Carol Daniel
tional NGO’s such as Search Kasbari.
for Common Ground and
Catholic Relief Services. Her widely published
op-eds are an example of articles she calls "sensitive reporting." She talks about Jerusalem in a
way that anyone can identify with and not argue
about. Her reflections on the dialogue between
conflicted parties bring hope to the reader that
peace is possible if we follow the people. After
completing her PhD, Carol would like to become
a scholar in the field of war and media. The link
to Carol's Tedx Talk, can be found at: scar.gmu.
edu/articles/tedxjaffa-carol-daniel-kasbari-israelpalestine-going-beyond-dialogue-of-words ■
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research focus has been on the challenges of
social reconciliation projects relating to mining
disputes and resou ces in Somalia. In the summer
of 2014, while she was in Somaliland to conduct
field research, she discovered that some of the
mining disputes were related to terrorism. "I
found out that some of the coal depletion in the
com unities, were as a result of terrorist networks
taking advantage of this resource as a funding
source." To try to address this issue, Asha worked
with the Academy for Peace and Development
to look to provide offi al contr ts for mining purposes inorder to track how much of this resource,
terrorists groups were actually exploiting.
After graduating, Asha would like to
continue her work with local diaspora organizations and pursue a doctoral degree. " I will like
to become a scholar on Somali affairs where
I would utilize all the skills, expertise and
knowledge that I a quire to help Somalia rebuild
from years od conflict." The link to the KoJo
Nnamdi show can be found at: scar.gmu.edu/
radio-broadcast/challenges-facing-america'ssomali-diaspora ■
SCHOOL FOR CONFLICT ANALYSIS AND RESOLUTION

Preventing Violence in Nigeria's 2015 Elections
Continued from page 1

According to Prof. Jega, the reason for the
generate concerns, even as the elections are
shift, was the security concern expressed
over. This development has also led to recent
by the National Security Adviser. Prof. Jega
calls for the sacking of the INEC Chairman by
defended the postponement as in line with
some people of the PDP, a situation that could
the constitutional provisions of section
further aggravate the problems. The parties
26 (1) of the Electoral Act, as amended.
are deeply divided over the issues of the PVCs
Nonetheless, the decision to postpone the
and the card readers.
election was criticized within and outside
In addition, the two main parties continNigeria. The manner in which the election
ued to attack each other. The APC criticized
postponement was carried out at the elevthe ruling PDP of corruption, mismanageJohn Paden and Ernest Ogbozor.
enth hour left a lot of doubt and suspicion
ment of the economy and the inability to
Photo: Evan Cantwell.
on the part of the agencies responsible
address the issues of insecurity and infrastrucfor this change. It also made some people
ture provisions. The PDP also questioned
wonder if the security agencies were comthe morality and legitimacy of Buhari’s
mitted to holding the elections or whether there were forces presidential aspiration, having overthrown a democratic
that are making them act differently.
government in 1983 as a military leader. The other criticisms
Since the beginning of February 2014, the Multinational of the opposition leader were the issues of his age (72), and
African Union Force, consisting mainly of some ECOWAS
alleged health concerns. These issues of concern continued to
and regional neighbors with Nigeria, started a mop-up oper- create further divisions and exchange of words in the run up
ation against the Boko Haram extremist group. Boko Haram to the election. The dangerous aspect of the campaign strateoriginally controlled about 52,000 square kilometers of
gies was the use of social media to twist issues of contention
Nigerian territories. The National Security Adviser requested between the parties. The strategies also went beyond focusing
to shift back the election date by six weeks to enable the
on issues to attacking personalities: allegations of sponsored
Multinational force to complete their mop-up operation. But character assassination programs, hate speeches, and inciting
was six weeks enough to eliminate a group that had killed
statements. The use of social media magnified these events for
13,000 Nigerians in the past 5 years? If so, then it was likely
more public consumption, creating widespread discontent and
that the counter-insurgency operations were politicized. The hatred.
Multinational force recently made some gains in retaking
To many ordinary Nigerians, the PDP and the APC are
territories initially taken over by Boko Haram. But as a twist birds of the same feather. The APC and PDP were recently
of fate, the recent allegiance between Boko Haram and the
described as Siamese twins obsessed with the same idea
ISIS should not be taken for granted. Many analysts have
of dispossessing the Nigerian people. According to some
argued that the recent pledge of alliance by Boko Haram is a people, the PDP candidate is described as not committed to
way of gaining media attention after having been fractured
a transformation agenda for the country. A Buhari candiby the AU Multinational force. However, Boko Haram’s alli- dacy was recently described as incapable of sanitizing the
ance with ISIS should not be dismissed; the group is capable
behavior of the APC. A modified statement of how a politiof evolving strategy that can frustrate the Multinational
cian described the two parties is “I have discovered that the
force. The history of how the group emerged from a
umbrella does not guarantee protection from the rain, and
peaceful Islamic group to deadly sect should not be forgotthe broom does not sweep properly unlike vacuum cleanten, including the heavy-handed response by the Nigerian
ers.” The ordinary Nigerian is less concerned about who
military.
wins and becomes the next president of the country than
Apart from the security challenges, there was the queswhat happens after the election.
tion of whether INEC was really ready for the elections after
The common opinion of many analysts is that even
many years of preparations. The issue of the distribution of
though Muhammadu Buhari has won the election, there
the permanent voter’s card (PVC), and the use of card readers may still be violence in the country. “There may be unsettlehave continued to surface. The INEC claimed that the elecment in the Niger Delta, and if Jonathan had won, there
tion was postponed due to security concerns, but only about
might have been an intensification of violence in the north.”
66.58% of the PVCs were distributed prior to the original
The ethno-religious and regional implications are obvious.
date of the presidential election, and it’s doubtful that all
To avert these two extreme scenarios, some have canvassed
the PVCs will be distributed before the rescheduled election.
the option of an interim government or a unity government
The introduction of card readers by INEC to prevent elecbetween the two major parties, as the election might not
tion fraud was seen as a positive development, but many have
produce the much-acclaimed dividend of democracy. As
raised questions about the place of election card readers in
Nigerians watch events unfold, the current situation requires
the Nigeria constitution. Another issue that was raised about
new strategy to prevent likely violence post the 2015 electhe card reader was the experimentation with a high profile
tion. As the saying goes “a stitch in time saves nine.” The
election such as the presidential election, when the card reader question is whether the time for conflict prevention has
has not been used before. These questions will continue to
passed or last minute peace efforts will prevail. ■
HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU
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Feminist Dinner Parties and the Necessity of Feminist Curiosity
Continued from page 2

For Enloe, asking questions about the
divide between these militarized, hypermashidden manifestations of militarism
culine ‘protectors’ and those who have been
and violence is critically important;
cast as the enemy becomes entrenched:
such questions force us to consider,
“how any masculinity can get militaIf you have just a nightstick and the power to
rized[…] And that means that we find
arrest, you still are likely to think you are amongst
ourselves talking about what kinds of
your fellow citizens. If you’re equipped with an
mindsets, what kinds of structures, and
M16, or you are driving around town in a DODwhat kinds of physical environments
issued armored vehicle, your fellow citizens don’t
encourage a step-by-step militarization
look like fellow citizens, they look like the enemy.
of masculinities, but also of feminini- From left to right: Leslie Dwyer, Elizabeth Mount, And when you have police people thinking that
ties.” Consider policing in the United Lisa McLean, Cynthia Enloe, Oksana Anderson,
their fellow citizens are, to their minds, the enemy,
States, the militarization of which is
you are way down the path not just to militarizaAlice Peck, Christina DiBartolo and Emily Allen.
much discussed. Enloe encourages
tion, but to the shredding of democracy.
Photo: Alice Peck.
us to consider how people in our own
communities are constructed as ‘enemies,’ who benefits from this Through these examples, Enloe demonstrates not only the
construction, and how this sense of living in a world of enemies
consequences of militarization in our communities, essentially
militarizes gendered relations of power.
‘bringing the war home,’ but also the gendered nature of this
Enloe describes how the militarization of the police creates a process.
“hierarchy of masculinity” even among the police officers themIt is through curiosity about gender, and through an explicit
selves, distinguishing those issued standard gear from those who
attention to the gendered dynamics of power woven into all
receive military-issued hardware. One of the issues that captured relations and structures within society, that we can begin to add
Enloe’s attention in relation to the coverage of Ferguson was
complexity and nuance to existing interpretations of conflict.
how it appears that changing the equipment police are assigned
This curiosity to gender must go beyond the focus on women
also serves to “change their own notion of gender.” Creating
to acknowledge and deconstruct the ways in which rigid conhypermasculinized units, decked out in tactical military-grade
structions of masculinities and femininities shape everyday life.
gear, shifts the gendered dynamics within the police force, and
A link to the conference can be found at: scar.gmu.edu/event/
between the police and the community. As the police are posidr-cynthia-enloe-how-take-militarized-masculinities-seriouslytioned as masculinized, armed protectors of the community, a
without-losing-your-feminist-cur ■
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Ethos of Conflict & the 2015 Israeli Elections
By Neta Oren, Visiting Scholar, neta@orenmail.com and Oded Adomi Leshem, PhD Candidate, oleshem@gmu.edu
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EDITOR: KWAW DE GRAFT-JOHNSON

Isreali Prime Minister supporters reacting to exit poll
results. Photo: Oded Balilty, Associated Press.

belief that Israel is under constant existential
threat, and the importance of security over
any other goal. In addition, the Israeli Ethos
of Conflict includes a positive self-image that
stands in contrast to negative views of its rivals
(‘we want peace but they only want to destroy
us’) and contains beliefs about Israel as the only
victim in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and
as a target of hostility from the whole world.
Turning back to the recent elections, it could
be argued that Netanyahu’s victory was mainly
due to his ability to utilize the Israeli Ethos of
Conflict, as described above, better than his
competitors in a period when such an ethos
dominates and is shared by most of the sectors
in the Israeli society.
At first glance, the above conclusion seems
to contradict the common notion that in
these elections, the Israeli society was divided
between separate groups that claimed to represent different world views, including different
approaches to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

commentary

T

he March 2015 Israeli elections provided
much drama and surprise. Pre-election
polling indicated a slight lead for the dovish
leader Isaac Herzog over the incumbent hawkish Prime Minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, with
the gap growing in favor of a Herzog victory
as the elections neared. Herzog’s advantage
was also manifested by the priority Israelis gave
to economic issues. Polls conducted before the
elections, like the January 2015 Peace Index
Poll, indicated that more voters reported that
economic issues were most important to them
(43%) than those that marked security issues
as their main concern (34%). In addition, more
Israelis believed that a government headed
by Herzog will deal with economic issues
better than one headed by Netanyahu (52% vs.
30%). However, in the end, Netanyahu won
an unprecedented fourth term, thus becoming one of the longest-serving Prime Ministers
in Israel’s history. In this article, we analyze
the election results based
on a key concept from our
own research - the Ethos of
Conflict.
Network: S-CAR and Community
According to Ethos of
Lodgings
Conflict
theory, developed
Initiatives: Launch of "Gender
by
Bar-Tal,
a society that is
Liberation" in Malta
engaged in a long intractable
Events: 2015 Celebration of
conflict forms a particular
Achievements
ethos that is affected by the
Press: Media Appearances
conflict but also feeds back
Opinion: What You Need to Know
to sustain the dispute. In the
About Sexual Assault on College
Israeli context, the Ethos of
Conflict includes common
Campuses
beliefs and narratives such
Spotlight: A Tribute to Andrew
as the belief about exclusive
Baer
Jewish rights over land, the

Continued on Page 7
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S-CAR and Community Lodgings
By Besufekad Feleke, MS Alumnus, bfeleke@masonlive.gmu.edu

I

network

n 2010, I became involved with
Community Lodgings, a nonprofit organization that looks
to lift families from homelessness
and instability to independence
and self-sufficiency. Some of
the services that Community
Lodgings provides to help with
this include transitional housing,
affordable housing, job training, youth education programs,
financial training, and budget
monitoring.
Community Lodgings
Besufekad Feleke.
was founded in 1987 by eight
Photo: Besufekad Feleke.
Episcopal churches with the goal
of building a strong foundation for a better life for working and poor families transitioning from homelessness to
self-sufficiency in Alexandria, Virginia. Incidentally, many
of the people that this organization serves are individuals who have become homeless as a result of domestic
abuse. Thus, many of these services are designed to
provide individuals with the needed support to help ease
some of their hardships and uncertainty and to better
cope with their circumstances. Over the years, these
very important services have come to be recognized
by the Catalogue for Philanthropy, which identified
Community Lodgings as “one of the best small charities
in the Washington DC area.”
When I joined this organization, I was tasked to teach
individuals how to better manage their money, which
is also known as financial literacy. In many cases, I was
informed that these individuals mismanaged their funds
and found themselves in debt and, as such, could not
move out of their transitional houses within the 2-year
period earmarked for them to be reintegrated back into

society. The financial literacy program was
thus supposed to help with this. With my
many years of experience in the financial
sector, I thought this would be an easy job.
One of the very first people I worked
with was a young mother with two children.
She was a very focused and determined
lady who had fled an abusive husband in
her native country and had made it all the
way to the United States to start a new life.
Although I was meeting with her regularly
and offering her advice, her financial situation seemed to be getting worse. Later on, I
came to learn that she was struggling with
the idea of struggling in a new country.
"Being in need in different country is hard to
cope with, the challenge of language, to figure out where
to get help, to feel shame and traveling thousands of miles
to face poverty and rejection is a devastating experience
for an immigrant to face" she said. As is the case with
many immigrants, she was struggling with the change in
culture and the financial burden of being a single mother.
I had failed to consider this factor when I started to offer
her financial advice.
When I started at S-CAR, some of the classes I took
made me realize how important culture and identity
were to many conflict situations. As such, I started to
include a cultural awareness program with my financial
literacy classes as I realized that my teaching cultural
literacy was an important component in trying to help
individuals in these situations. If an organization like
Community Lodgings did not exist to providing these
services, many people would really struggle to cope. If
an institution like S-CAR did not exist, the challenges of
people learning to cope would be disregarded by those
trying to help. ■

Distinguished Alumni Award
Tatsushi Arai, a 2005 PhD alumnus, was awarded the School for Conflict Analysis and
Resolution Distinguished Alumni Award on April 23, 2015. Tatsushi is an associate professor of peacebuilding and conflict transformation at the School for International Training
Graduate Institute, a resarch associate at the Toda Institute for Global Peace and Policy
Research. He is a fellow of the Center for Peacemaking Practice at S-CAR.

Fulbright Awards
Susan F. Hirsch, professor of Conflict Resolution and Anthropology, was named a 20152016 Fulbright Scholar for Malta. Her projects are titled Advancing Sociolegal Studies in
Malta (Teaching), and Integration through Family Law: Migrants, Islam, and 21st Century
Maltese Society (Research).
Sarah Rose-Jensen, a PhD Candidate, was awarded the 2015-16 Fulbright U.S. Student
Award to Cambodia. Her project explores land rights social mobilization in Cambodia.
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Tatsushi Arai (left) and S-CAR Dean Kevin Avruch
(right). Photo: John Boal Photography.
SCHOOL FOR CONFLICT ANALYSIS AND RESOLUTION

Launch of "Gender Liberation" in Malta
By Thanos Gatsias, PhD Candidate and Teaching Coordinator in Malta, agatsias@gmu.edu

O

HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU

initiatives

objectives, the organization
focuses on “building communities, reaching out to individuals
who are marginalized, and prioritizing voices that are ignored,
in order to empower people who
have been rendered powerless
by stigma and other strategies of
social exclusion.” Despite being
in the first months of its existence, the organization, through
its much-needed and inspired
work, has managed already
to make an impression on the
island and has been invited
by Social Dialogue and Civil
Liberties Minister, Helena Dalli,
to participate in the country’s
LGBTIQ Consultative Council,
a body that has been set up
to advise the government and
H.E. Marie Louise Coleiro Preca, President of Malta (middle) with the Board of Gender
prepare policy and legislation
Liberation. Photo: Stefan Stafrace Photography.
addressing LGBTIQ concerns.
While speaking to a lively
n April 25, 2015, the official launch of ‘Gender
audience of more than 100
Liberation,’ an NGO that works toward informing,
people, Farrugia made reference to three pillars which
connecting, and empowering gender-diverse communi- the Organization’s work will center on, so as to bring
ties in Malta and Gozo, took place in Valletta. The launch
about positive change: the intersectionality of opprescame a few short weeks after Malta introduced the Gender sion, the difficulties inherent in a rigidly enforced gender
Identity Act, a law that provides transparent and readily
binary, and the need for solidarity in order to strengthen
accessible gender identity recognition procedures for trans
the trans* community from within and build bridges to
individuals. The historic law also safeguards the bodily
society at large. "It is our duty to make ourselves instruintegrity of intersex people from the moment of birth,
ments and signs of the kind of society we believe must
and protects the right to free gender expression for all the
exist," said Farrugia, "to establish solidarity, and ultimately
people of Malta and Gozo.
to identify with one another.... There’s nothing quite so
Pyt Farrugia, a student in the Dual MA Program in
beautiful as the moment when somebody steps outside of
Conflict Resolution and Mediterranean Security, is one of fear and shame, to live in the fullness of their truth."
the founders of Gender Liberation and currently serves
The launch of ‘Gender Liberation’ took place in
as the organization’s Outreach and Advocacy Officer.
the presence of the President of Malta, Her Excellency
Farrugia has been for several years an active member of
Marie-Louise Coliero Preca, who also addressed the
civil society in Malta, particularly working on issues of
audience. In her speech, the President stressed the
gender equality and social justice, with a focus on the
importance of the necessary work that the organization
gender-variant community. He hopes that the work of the carries out and sent a powerful message, noting that “we
organization, which was founded under the auspices of
have a lot to learn from the experiences and the bravery
the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society,
of the trans, intersex, and gender diverse community.
will instigate a real and sustained commitment among
I hope that through Gender Liberation... we shall send
social constituencies in Malta to secure the wellbeing and a message about the dignity of all people in Malta and
self-determination of the trans community and all minor- Gozo, in the Mediterranean region, and in the world.”
ity groups in the country.
The S-CAR community, in its turn, hails the foundThe mission of ‘Gender Liberation’ is “to connect,
ing of the organization and wishes the best to Farrugia
inform, and empower gender-diverse, intersex and trans
and the other members of ‘Gender Liberation’ in their
people in Malta and Gozo through community-led initiafuture efforts. More on the work of ‘Gender Liberation’
tives, and explore established categories of sex, gender,
may be found on the organization’s webpage, genderliband sexuality in the Mediterranean region, through
eration.com, as well as on their Facebook page: facebook.
respectful and fruitful public dialogue.” Among other
com/genderliberationNGO. ■
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2015 Celebration of Achievements
By Claudine Kuradusenge, MS Alumna and Events Coordinator, ckuradus@masonlive.gmu.edu

T

events

he end of each school
year is a call for reflection. Many of us look
back and reflect on the
decisions we have taken
and the projects we have
either led or were a part
of, and also celebrate our
accomplishments. This
year, S-CAR wanted not
only to highlight the different events, conferences,
and renowned speakers that
came to share their knowledge with the community,
but to also congratulate
our students and alumni
S-CAR faculty, students and alumni at the 2015 Celebration of
who made a difference
Achievements. Photo: Claudine Kuradusenge.

Upcoming S-CAR Community Events
Friday, June 19, 2015
International CRE Summit 2015
9:00am-5:00pm

Recent S-CAR Event Videos
Gershon Baskin: The Israeli Palestinian Peace
process: lessons learned from 22 years of
failed agreements
scar.gmu.edu/node/19947
Dr. Cynthia Enloe: How to Take Militarized
Masculinities Seriously Without Losing Your
Feminist Curiosity. Keynote Address of the
Center for the Study of Gender and Conflict
Third Annual Research Conference
scar.gmu.edu/node/19877
Richard Rubenstein, the Hon. MP Ermira
Mehmeti of Macedonia, U.S. Ambassador
Richard Boucher, and SPGIA's Bill
Schneider: Polarized Conflicts Between
Parties: Agora Conference
scar.gmu.edu/node/19952
Hind Kabawat: Testimony before the House
Committee on Foreign Affairs “Ancient
Communities Under Attack: ISIS’s War on
Religious Minorities”
scar.gmu.edu/node/20258
For more, visit scar.gmu.edu/events-roster
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in their respective communities in advancing the field of
conflict resolution.
In order to demonstrate
the diversity of our student
body, this year showcased
Master’s theses, PhD dissertations, special projects,
and internship experiences.
The idea behind this event
was to help students present their achievements, lead
discussions on topics that
interested them, and receive
feedback to help them move
forward. The aim was to
empower all levels of the
S-CAR community to come
together and exchange
ideas, create connections,
and look for inspiration. By
building bridges between
the undergraduate, Masters,
and doctoral students, this
event celebrated S-CAR as a
community.
Through roundtable
discussions and featured
speakers, the participants had
the chance to have in-depth
conversations about their
projects and lessons learned
and to share their knowledge
with the community and
peers. In small groups, the
participants were able to have

meaningful discussions, expand
on topics, and brainstorm on
the implementation and values
of specific concepts.
In addition to the student and faculty round-table
presentations and discussions,
S-CAR featured two speakers
who are, in different ways, creatively advancing peace studies
and using history and art as
ways to understand conflict
and transcend its devastating
impact. Tatsushi Arai, S-CAR
alumnus and 2015 Mason
Alumnus of the Year, presented
on the concept of conflict
history to illustrate how contested historical narratives and
meanings have an important impact of the development
and transformation of intercommunal and international
conflicts. Using a method of applied practice, he has facilitated dialogues and trainings and created workshops on
psychoanalysis and memory in the contexts of U.S.-AfghanPakistan relations and the Taiwan Straits.
The second featured speaker was Michael Verdon,
an undergraduate student enrolled in Art and Visual
Technology with a minor in Conflict Analysis and
Resolution. In search of ways to combine both degrees,
Michael got involved in Burning Man - a concept based on
community building and community healing. As a way to
unite a society after a tragedy, Michael and his team, with
the help of that particular community, have been the engineers of several temples. At their completion, these temples
serve as a symbol of resilience and perseverance aiming
to bring people together and create a space for reflection,
moving forward, and healing. In addition to this, the community was also invited to bring items that represent their
losses, pain, suffering, and struggle. And finally to complete
the process, the temples were burned, which is to serve as
a transformative way for the communities to start a new
chapter and move on. His latest project, The Temple of
Transformation, was recently exhibited at Mason's Fairfax
Campus. Everybody was invited to bring mementos that
symbolized remembrance, loss, fear, and forgiveness and all
of these items were placed within the structure, which was
floated out onto Mason Pond and set on fire on May 8, 2015
at 8:30pm.
The Celebration of Achievement event helped create
a stronger bond and unity among all the participants. It
also demonstrated the diversity in students and ways of
practicing conflict resolution and peace studies. Now, let’s
look forward and focus on next year’s achievements. We
encourage you to reach out to us and keep us updated at
scarnews@gmu.edu. ■
SCHOOL FOR CONFLICT ANALYSIS AND RESOLUTION

Student Opinion: What You Need to Know About Sexual Assault
on College Campuses
By Soolmaz Abooali, PhD Candidate, sabooali@masonlive.gmu.edu

T

Soolmaz Abooali. Photo:
Soolmaz Abooali.
HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU

Rape - [f]orced sexual intercourse
including both psychological coercion
as well as physical force. Forced sexual

intercourse means penetration by the offender(s). [This]
includes attempted rapes,
male as well as female victims,
and both heterosexual and
homosexual rape. Attempted
rape includes verbal threats of
rape."

Recent S-CAR Media
Britain's Election Results May
Prove to be a Blow to US Foreign
Policy Goals
Dennis Sandole, S-CAR Faculty
The Conversation, 5/11/15

State legal definitions of
Life in Syria for Christians:
rape have further muddied
Teaching Tolerance and Harmony
the waters. Georgia defines
Among the Faithful
rape as an act that can only
Nousha Kabawat, S-CAR Alumna
be enacted by males against
Deseret News 5/10/15
females. Mississippi restricts
this even further, defining
Conflict Analysts from S-CAR
rape as “assault with intent
have appeared on 10 occasions
to ravish…any female of
since the last newsletter. These
previously chaste character”
2 represent a sample of those
(meaning virgins), while
publications. For a complete list,
the District of Columbia
please visit: http://scar.gmu.edu/
requires the use of force.
media
Across states these differences indicate a lack of
consensus about what actually constitutes
sexual violence and its various forms. Scholars
have conducted numerous campus and nationwide studies yielding statistical data that have
shed light on the seriousness of sexual violence
on college campuses. Sexual violence is not an
incident that contains a start and end date; its
impact is long-term and ranges from health to
psychological problems that include chronic
illnesses, injuries, sleep disturbance, sexually
transmitted infections, depression, humiliation,
suicidal ideation, and trouble concentrating.
In addition to unwanted pregnancy, negative
effects of sexual violence for women extend to
their ambition, contribution, and self-esteem,
particularly for those in ethnic minority groups
such as African Americans and Hispanics.
Increased research has prompted several
legislative acts directed at preventing sexual
violence on college campuses: i) Student Rightto-Know and Campus Security Act of 1990,
which was renamed in 1998 to the Jeanne Clery
Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and
Campus Crime Statistics Act; Campus Sexual
Assault Victim’s Bill of Rights of 1992; ii)
Campus Sex Crimes and Prevention Act of 1998; iii) National
Campus Safety Awareness Month of 2008; and iv) Higher
Education Opportunity Act of 2008.

press

ermed a “plague” by the Assistant Secretary for Civil
Rights at the United States Department of Education,
Russlyn Ali, sexual violence on college campuses is
rampant and a pervasive issue for both genders. One in four
women and one in seven men are victims of some form of
sexual violence during their college experience. Between
the incoming freshman class and departing seniors, college campus populations tend to turn over every four to
five years. Despite this movement, the percentage of sexual
violence incidents remains consistent. More baffling than
the persistence of this issue is that 70% of victims report
that they knew their attackers, compared to the roughly 50%
figure of all violent crime victims, and a reported 42% of
them said they expect to be raped again.
In 2012, students at twenty-nine universities around the
country brought legal action against the institutions, accusing them of negligence in the handling of sexual violence
reports and being in violation of Title IX, the 1972 law
protecting students from discrimination driven by gender.
Their efforts culminated in the passage of the Campus Sexual
Violence Elimination Act, known as Campus SaVE, which
seeks to address the violence women face on campus by
mandating institutions to develop their own policies built
around four themes: transparency, accountability, education,
and collaboration.
Introduced by U.S. Senator Bob Casey and House
Representative Caroline Maloney, Campus SaVE has been
credited as a turning point in our nation’s handling of
sexual misconduct on college campuses. Its effectiveness
in addressing this issue is yet to be determined, as school
administrators have a year to design their policies before the
act takes effect in March 2014. The twenty-nine universities
whose legal actions prompted it represent only one third of
one percent – 0.3 % – of the accredited higher learning institutions in America. This is a rather stark statistic considering
that twenty-five percent of female students and fourteen
percent of male students in college experience some form of
sexual violence.
Given this context, the larger question for consideration
is: why did so few institutions participate in the attempt to
change policy?
Sexual violence comes in several
varieties, with differing definitions
and connotations, most notably
sexual assault, sexual harassment,
and rape, the latter of which is more
prominent. The US Department of
Justice’s Bureau of Justice Statistics
(DOJ/BJS) has attempted to distill
rape into the framework:

Continued on Page 8
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A Tribute to Andrew Baer
By Ernest Ogbozor, PhD Candidate, eogbozor@masonlive.gmu.edu

M

spotlight

arch 17, 2015 will be difficult to forget for the members of the Humanitarian Action Working Group
(HAWG) and others at the School for Conflict
Analysis and Resolution, George Mason University.
Andrew Baer, a co-founder of the group, passed away after
he was involved in a car crash in Dubai while returning to
the United States. Andrew will be missed for his contributions to the humanitarian group and the other community
groups that he was involved in during his lifetime. The
vacuum that his absence has left will be difficult to fill.
I met Andrew for the first time on December 4, 2012,
at my first public event as President of the Africa Working
Group (AWG). The event, “Conflict in the Democratic
Republic of Congo: History, Status and Future
Directions,” was well attended by people from the George
Mason campus and the Arlington community. After the
event, a young man walked up to me, introduced himself,
and said “Please invite me whenever you have any event
on Africa.” This was the first day I met Andrew, and we
became good friends. Andrew was easy-going, made
friends easily, and mixed freely with people from different backgrounds and cultures. After our first meeting, we
maintained contact and discussed career plans.
In March 2013, Andrew participated in the Atlantic
Hope Humanitarian Simulation Exercise at the Indian
River College, Florida as a graduate student. He later
became an active member of the Consortium for
Humanitarian Services and Education (CHSE). He
co-founded the Humanitarian ActionWorking Group
(HAWG), the student-led humanitarian working group
at S-CAR. Andrew was also the sole editor of the
Humanitarian Action Monthly Newsletter (HAMN),
a newsletter he founded to create awareness about the
humanitarian field. In 2014, Andrew again participated in
the Atlantic Hope exercise in a volunteer controller/evaluator role. Prior to the exercise, he co-authored a paper for
the Consortium for Humanitarian Services and Education
on how to restructure the Black Swan Prison component
of the Atlantic Hope Exercise. The paper “Simulations
for Sustainable Protection of Prisoners of War (PoW) and
Detainees: The Atlantic Hope and
Black Swan Prison Model” explored
the history of protection of prisoners and how a simulation model can
enhance understanding about how to
protect detainees, from the point of
arrest to eventual incarceration. The
recommendation of the paper with
respect to transportation of detainees
rightly captures the causes of the
recent crisis in Baltimore following
the death of Freddie Gray after his
Ernest Ogbozor and Andrew Baer, Co- arrest and transportation in police
founders of the Humanitarian Action
custody.
Working Group. Photo Ariana Tuchman,
In addition, during the 2014
Consortium for Humanitarian Services Atlantic Hope exercise, Andrew
and Education.
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demonstrated his love for humanitarian affairs by playing
different roles ranging from supervising hotwash debriefings to the Black Swan prison guard. Upon returning
from this second Atlantic Hope exercise, he went on to
co-author an article “Managing Humanitarian Crisis:
The Atlantic Hope Experience,” published in SCAR’s
Newsletter in May 2014. The article summarized the
experience of the Atlantic Hope exercise as a model for
teaching humanitarian action.
In addition to Andrew’s active involvement in the
Humanitarian Working Group, he was a member of the
Nigeria project team at S-CAR whose proposal with the
Center for Peace Studies, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
Sokoto, Nigeria, won the United States Institute for Peace
grant for sub-Saharan Africa Universities. The project
“Strengthening Graduate Peace and Conflict Studies in
Northern Nigeria” would not have been possible without
Andrew’s contribution. Andrew also played an active role
in many associations and community groups. He was treasurer of the Graduate Student Associaton at S-CAR, and a
volunteer with the Buckhall Volunteer Fire Department,
Prince William County. Andrew had a humanitarian
heart; he can be described as a humanitarian practitioner,
always desirous of participating in activities that helped
alleviate the plight of vulnerable people.
Andrew was well prepared for his chosen career. He
obtained a BA in Government and International Politics;
certificate in Prevention, Reconstruction and Stabilization;
and an MS in Conflict Analysis and Resolution, all from
George Mason University. In 2013-2014 academic year,
Andrew was named a Boren Fellow, an award up to
$30,000 to graduate students to enable them specialize in areas of study critical to US interest. He worked
for the Intelligree Risk Management Company that
provides security for the Kajaki Dam Reconstruction
Project in Afghanistan, and also served as the Site Security
Intelligence Officer, working with the US Military and
Afghan Security Forces. These training and experiences
were a plus to Andrew's interest and career in humanitarian issues. After his graduation in Spring 2014, he
maintained contacts and involvement in Alumni activities
and the other group activities that he helped to nurture while he was a student. The Humanitarian Action
Working Group is a testimony to this commitment.
The last message I received from Andrew while he
was in Afghanistan, on March 6, 2015, said “I will be in
Afghanistan until the 17th, landing in DC on the 18th
and DC for 4 weeks of break before heading back to
Afghanistan." The wish of Andrew did not come true, but
the Humanitarian Working Group members will never
forget his contributions to the group. The group will
honor Andrew by identifying with the fund the at White
Sulphur Springs (WSS) that his familiy has established
in his honor, and will also ensure that the Humanitarian
Action Monthly Newsletter (HAMN) that he founded
continues. Adieu, Andrew Eyvan Baer. ■
SCHOOL FOR CONFLICT ANALYSIS AND RESOLUTION

Ethos of Conflict & the 2015 Israeli Elections
Continued from page 1

This notion of “divided Israel” was reflected by the large
number of sectorial parties who took part in the elections
and found expression in their leaders’ rhetoric. For example, Netanyahu ruled out a future coalition with Herzog’s
party - the Zionist Union - when he said, "I think that
what we have here is a clear choice between two paths."
Netanyahu’s path was strongly associated with the Ethos
of Conflict as exemplified by his response to a report
about Israel’s housing crisis: “When we talk about housing costs and cost of living, I never forget life itself: The
biggest challenge of our lives is preventing Iran from going
nuclear." In addition, Netanyahu claimed that, "Whoever
today moves to establish a Palestinian state and withdraw
from territory is giving territory to Islamic extremists
against the State of Israel." He also warned voters of the
‘definite danger’ that Herzog would establish a government," with the support of the Arabs."
Yet a closer look at the election campaigns shows that
contrary to Netanyahu’s claims, his political rivals did
not actually challenge the Israeli Ethos of Conflict. For
example, the more dovish Labor party, chose to run in
these elections under the new patriotic name, "the Zionist
Union." Its campaign mostly focused on economic issues
such as the rising cost of living and the housing crisis,
hoping to attract Netanyahu’s middle and lower class
voters, who are especially affected by these problems.
Netanyahu’s competitors chose to focus on economic
issues rather than challenge Netanyahu’s positions on the
conflict also because they assumed (perhaps rightly so)
that most segments in the Jewish-Israeli society adhere to
the Ethos of Conflict and hence hold views of the IsraeliArab conflict that do not differ much from Netanyahu’s
formal positions. This includes many voters from
Herzog’s own ‘Zionist Union’. Looking at public polls
can be instructive in demonstrating the way the Ethos
of Conflict prevails across most political divides in Israel.
For example, a 2012 INSS poll revealed that 67% of the
Jewish public thought that the Arabs’ aim is to conquer all
of Israel. In fact, the most common answer, representing
45% of the sample, was that the Arabs want to conquer
all Israel and destroy Jewish population. Moreover, 68% of
Jewish respondents (Peace Index Poll, May 2014) defined
the level of security-military risk to Israel as very high and
63% thought that “The whole world is against us” (Peace
Index Poll, August 2014). Interestingly, though 60% of
respondents identifying as right-wing tended to agree with
the latter statement, 52% of those who locate themselves
in the political center or in the moderate left also held this
belief.
Ethos of Conflict provides a way to look at political
reality, but it is much more than that. It may be seen as a
meta-ideology: a framework that overrides the various
ideologies that exist in societies engulfed in intergroup
conflict. In Israel, it is also an intrinsic part of the national
identity and hence forms a well-defined collective with
a clear social identity. Society members are constantly
HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU

exposed to the Ethos
content. It is everywhere
– it appears in school
textbooks and leaves
its marks on popular
cultural products and
media discourse. Its
presence induces basic
emotions such as fear
and hate. This is what
Neta Oren (left) and Oded Adomi Leshem
makes Ethos of Conflict (right). Photo: Mason Creative Services and
so powerful, and why
Oded Adomi Leshem respectively.
people cling to it so
strongly, sometimes contrary to their own interests.
That is also why Netanyahu’s use of the Ethos of
Conflict to mobilize electorates was so successful and
went beyond partisan considerations that may have
been on voters' minds. As noted above, his competitors’
strategy was to focus on other issues, leaving the contentious Israeli-Palestinian conflict at the margins of their
campaigns. On Election Day, Netanyahu exploited this
vacuum by addressing Jewish-Israelis' well-nurtured
“fear from the Arabs.” “The [Israeli] Arabs are coming
by the masses to the ballots,” he warned, explicitly calling Jewish-Israelis to counter-balance the votes of 20%
of Israeli citizens who are Palestinian-Arabs that would
presumably “take over the country if we let them.” As
shown in the polls cited above, fear is at the core of the
Israeli Ethos of Conflict and as a psychological construct
is activated automatically and requires very little in terms
of cognitive effort. Evoking the Ethos of Conflict was
apparently very effective. The Jewish-Israeli society chose
a pseudo-protector who will defend the Ethos of Conflict
over a leader that could (potentially) bring about change.
Failing to debate over elements of the Ethos of
Conflict was not always the case in Israeli politics. During
the 80s and 90s, the two main parties focused their campaigns on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and on their
different approaches to its solution. During these decades,
Labor claimed that Israel has a partner for peace in the
Arab world, and that a peace agreement can ensure Israel’s
security more efficaciously than a war ever could. Public
polls at this period indicated a general weakening of the
Ethos of Conflict as a unifying element in Israeli society.
However, since 2000 the adherence of Jewish-Israelis to the
Ethos of Conflict has strengthened again. Of course, these
trends were influenced by events in the conflict, such as
the increasing violence in the region since 2000. But some
major events in the conflict, such as the Oslo accords, were
also influenced by changes in the Ethos of Conflict that
preceded these events. Thus, change of leadership is not
enough for resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
Changes in the dominance of the Ethos of Conflict in all
societies involved in this conflict — whether as a cause or
as a result of a change in leadership — is also necessary for achieving such a resolution. ■
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What You Need to Know About Sexual Assault on College Campuses
Continued from page 5

Most widely known amongst these acts is the 1998
legislation, now commonly referred to as the Clery Act.
Under this act, schools receiving Title IV financial assistance
funding for students must disclose their policy on sexual
assault, the programs they provide to promote awareness of
sexual assault, and their annual statistics for sex offenses. In
conjunction with the Clery Act, Congress funds the Office
of Violence Against Women, which encourages the development of programs intended to address dating violence,
stalking, and sexual assault on college campuses.
Advocates and college administrations have responded
to this legislation by implementing awareness and risk
reduction and preventative measures. Programs of this
nature are aimed at increasing students’ knowledge about
the dangers of sexual violence, teaching women strategies
for reducing their likelihood of being victimized, and educating bystanders about how to recognize situations which
promote sexual violence and how to intervene in a safe and
effective manner. Examples of such programs include the
Men’s Project, Green Dot program, and the Bringing in the
Bystander program.
The use of alcohol is an additional and intricately
related factor frequently theorized to play a causal role
in sexual violence on college campuses. Approximately
50-70% of all sexual violence cases involve alcohol. A report

produced by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism (NIAAA) College Task Force in April of
2002 asserts that preconceived expectations of alcohol’s
effects may be just as important as its actual pharmacological effects, a sadly credible analog of the placebo effect.
Alcohol may lead to perpetrators ignoring refusal cues or
misperceiving sexual interest. It can also affect victims,
causing them to disregard risk cues. Socially, alcohol is often
used as a justification, a mechanism by which victims are
blamed, and a weapon in sexual violence. Its use has led to
unwanted, pressured, or “regretted” sexual activities becoming common occurrences among college students. A male
college student described the following about parties at his
(non-fraternity) house:
“Girls are continually fed drinks of alcohol. It’s mainly
to party but my roomies are also aware of the inhibitionlowering effects. I’ve seen an old roomie block doors when
girls want to leave his room; and other times I’ve driven
women home who can’t remember much of an evening yet
sex did occur. Rarely if ever has a night of drinking for my
roommate ended without sex. I know it isn’t necessarily and
assuredly sexual assault, but with the amount of liquor in
the house I question the amount of consent a lot.”
NOTE: This article is continued online with references at:
scar.gmu.edu/newsletter-article/what-you-need-know-about-
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Rethinking US Strategy on Terrorism
By, Buzz McClain, George Mason University Communications Manager, Strategic Communications Office, bmcclai2@gmu.edu
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“Killing them is counterproductive,” the George
Mason University adjunct
professor says.“It undermines the strategy of
what it will really take
to stabilize the area.
The Republican field
has missed an essential point about foreign
policy, which requires an
understanding of all three
basic pillars of statecraft:
diplomacy, development,
and defense. Those three

things interact with each
other, and the way they get
used together, how well
balanced, has a good deal
to do with how well they
work not just now, but in
the future.”
Alpher teaches courses
on global conflict and
terrorism at Mason’s
School for Conflict
Analysis and Resolution,
where he received his
master’s degree (’05) and
PhD (’11). Beyond his
education, his expertise
derives from experience he’s been to conflict zones,
including two tours as a
field leader in Iraq’s Anbar
Province “during the bad
days,” he added, working with an NGO
to reduce the involvement of youth in
the 2007-8 insurgency and to reintegrate
displaced populations in Ramadi. In July
he wrote a widely circulated op-ed taking
exception to the candidates’ violence-prone
tendencies they amplified in the debate on
August 6, 2015.
In an interview at Mason’s Arlington
Campus, Alpher pointed out that along
the spectrum of populations in the ISISoccupied Middle East there is a tiny sliver
of “bad guys."

commentary

T

he first televised
debate among
Republican presidential candidates gave no
indication by the majority of those running that
ISIS and other stateless
insurgents would be
dealt with in anyway
except by violence. In
fact, the idea of attempting to gain acceptance
by citizens locked in
place in ISIS strongholds
was mocked on the
Cleveland arena stage
and derided as “Iraqi
Medicare.”
Down With ISIS. Photo: Flickr user Kombizz
David Alpher would Kashani.
beg to differ.
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#SCARSUMMER Recap
By Kwaw de Graft-Johnson, S-CAR PhD Candidate and Newsletter Editor, kdegraft@masonlive.gmu.edu

F

network

or many people, the start of
“ultra aggressive negotiating
summer symbolizes a period
style” would make him a great
when they put on hold all
president. Roi disagreed with this
school-related activities so
claim: “This rhetoric assumes
that they can embark on other
that negotiations are inherently a
fun and exciting endeavors.
zero-sum game. And, while such
Individuals at the School for
an adversarial and power-based
Conflict Analysis and Resolution
approach makes sense within a
(S-CAR) are no different, but
Machiavellian worldview, it goes
what tends to set them apart is
against decades of research into
how they combine the simple
the art and science of negopleasures of relaxation with their
tiation.” Roi also had another
passion for peacebuilding work.
article published in The Times
Summer 2015 was no excepof Israel titled A Picture of Hope
tion, as it was loaded with much Students engaged in a conversation with the Tierra
and Courage. In the article, he
activity for the members of the
Grata community in the Alta Montaña (High Mountain) comments on a photo depicting
S-CAR community.
region on the Caribbean Coast of Colombia.
two Palestinian men shielding a
The summer kicked off with Photo: Alison Castel.
female Israeli policewoman from
a number of students accoma violent confrontation in the
panying PhD Candidate Alison Castel to Colombia. The
West Bank. The significance of the moment was captured
field experience trip was designed to enable students to
on camera and as Roi noted, “our world has become
examine the social worlds that emerge in the aftermath of
hyper-saturated with images of carnage and destruction,
violent conflict in Colombia, especially those that have to
and most of us have become inured to their power. Yet
do with structural inequality, memory, narrative, gender,
every once in a while something manages to arrest our
trauma, culture, and identity. “I wanted students to pay
attention and penetrate our stoicism.”
special attention to the meanings that were being made
David Alpher, PhD alumnus and adjunct professor at
about violence, peace, and justice in the region,” Alison
S-CAR who teaches a course on global conflict and tersaid. A student on the trip, Asha Noor, also commented: “It rorism, wrote an article in The Conversation titled Why
was challenging in many ways – emotionally and physiDefeating ISIS with Military Might is Starry Eyed Idealism.
cally. However, the interactions we had, the people we
David argues that U.S. strategy of “bombing ISIS out
met, and the experiences we had mitigated all of these
of existence” would fail because “this rhetoric is far too
challenges. It was the best field experience thus far and I
idealistic to work in reality. Getting rid of ISIS and groups
am truly grateful to have been a part of it.”
like it certainly requires seriousness and a willingness to get
Another field experience that some students and
hard work done – but that doesn’t just mean preparing to
faculty at S-CAR were part of was the Indonesia-U.S. Youth get bloody. It means we need to be realistic and unafraid to
Leadership Program, which took place in both Indonesia
say - 'Our strategy is to build peace.'” David’s thought-proand the U.S. The program, sponsored by the Department
voking piece was included in the Aspen Institute’s Five Best
of State’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs, seeks Ideas of the Day on July 14, 2015 and was also featured on
to promote civic engagement and participation between
TIME magazine. The article was then retweeted by the
Indonesia and U.S. youth through cross-cultural exchanges Queen of Jordan. David also wrote another article titled
and learning while increasing mutual understanding
The ISIS takeover of Ramadi Means Hard Choices Face the Iraqi
between the two countries. Alex Cromwell, an S-CAR
and U.S. Governments.
PhD candidate and co-director of the program, said, “I was
Other publications over written over the summer
inspired by the meaningful relationships the participants
were Tehama Lopez Bunyasi’s article titled ‘Breaking Bad’
created and their commitment to becoming leaders in their in Black and White: What Ideological Deviance Can Tell Us
communities and working towards positive social change
about Construction of ‘Authentic’ Racial Identities, and a book
as they return home from the program.”
chapter titled Brown Ballots in the Buckeye State; Arthur
While members of the S-CAR community were
Romano’s article titled Police Should Put Away the Military
engaged in fieldwork experience, others worked on pubGear and Build Connections with Young People; and Karina
lications. PhD candidate Roi Ben Yehuda wrote an article
Korostelina’s articles titled Reproduction of Conflict in
in the Daily Beast titled How Trump Gives Negotiation a
History Teaching in Ukraine: A social Identity Theory Analysis
Bad Name. In his piece, he called into question Republican
and Crimean Tatars From Mass Deportation to Hardships in
presidential candidate Donald Trump’s assertions that his
Occupied Crimea. ■
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S-CAR Students Link Theory to Practice
by Countering Extremist Rhetoric Online
By Amani Mansour, S-CAR MS Student, amansou2@masonlive.gmu.edu

C

initiatives

onflict 310/795:
any of their desired outEngaging Violent
comes, their actions only
Narratives was a
perpetuated the cycle of
course designed to give
violence. The video interstudents the opportunity
views shared the stories of
to respond to a real world
individuals who had expeproblem. There was a
rienced violent conflict
need for the expertise and
and decided to choose a
creativity of university
peaceful path. The purstudents to overcome an
pose of these interviews
issue that governments
was to spur conversation
all over the world are
as to whether violence was
struggling to counter justifiable, and to show
the use of social media
and inspire non-violent
by terrorist organizations
methods. Lastly, the blog
to spread extremist rhetposts highlighted indioric online and recruit
Secretary Kerry Participates in the White House Summit on Countering viduals who had overcome
foreign fighters. This is a Violent Extremism. Photo: Flickr user U.S. Department of State.
difficult struggles and how
growing problem, with
this inspired their positive
the Islamic State being the most notable terrorist group
work within their communities.
undertaking these activities.
Overall, this three-part social media strategy was
The problem was brought to the class through
intended to provide a diversity of perspectives and
EdVenture Partners, an organization that acted on behalf
encourage thoughtful discussion on the use of violence
of the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Educational
and alternative solutions in the hopes that it would
and Cultural Affairs. It was a project entitled P2P:
increase empathy between individuals from different
Challenging Extremism, the projects purpose was to proidentity groups and empower individuals to be posivide students from different universities, in the US and
tive agents of change within their communities. By
abroad, with the information and funding needed for them complicating the absolutist narrative of extremists, in
to develop and implement a social media experimental
which ‘everyone else’ is your enemy and violence is the
campaign to counter extremism online, evaluate that cam- only option, we provided a moderate forum within the
paign, and report its findings.
online space to reduce the susceptibility of vulnerable
S-CAR students developed a social media strategy
youth to extremist ideology.
to promote tolerance, diverse perspectives, and empaAlthough this was a pilot project, the work of this
thy. Our three-part strategy hinged upon complicating
class and that of the other universities has the potential
the narrative of extremism and intolerance in order to
to inform the U.S. government’s strategy as it works to
challenge individuals to see the “other” differently and to counter extremist rhetoric online. Equally important,
see the strength in using non-violent methods to prothis class provided S-CAR students with some much
mote change. To do this, we used social media to share
needed exposure and practice in the development
the stories that do not receive enough attention - the
and implementation of counter narratives - a skill we
ones that provide insight into the destructive cycles of
can now add to our peacebuilding tool kit. As S-CAR
violence, or that show how peaceful, action-oriented
students, there is always a desire for taking action,
alternatives can drive positive change. We shared what
that picture in your mind of working in the field and
we like to call, and also the name of our campaign,
implementing conflict resolution tools, only to find
Unheard Stories.
yourself at a desk, probably part of a group circle,
Our pilot social media campaign included a short
reserved to talking about theories. While those discusfilm, a series of video interviews, and a blog that were
sions are vital to our growth as conflict practitioners,
disseminated through popular social media channels –
as the different perspectives in the classroom challenge
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Wordpress, etc. The short
us intellectually, there is still the need for practice – to
fictional film gave insight into the destructive cycle of
learn by doing. This is what the course Conflict 310/795:
violence. It showed how two characters on opposite
Engaging Violent Narratives provided. It turned the
sides of the conflict dynamic had experiences that led to classroom experience into a practice component. We
their choosing a violent path, but rather than reaching
were given a problem and responded as a task force. ■
HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU
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2015 Peace Conference
By Kwaw de Graft-Johnson, S-CAR PhD Candidate and Newsletter Editor, kdegraft@masonlive.gmu.edu

H

events

osteling International – Washington DC, will
hold its annual peace conference under the theme
Connected, but Disconnected: Changing Social Norms
on Saturday, September 12, 2015, from 10:00am to
1:00pm.
The conference, which will be held at the
Washington Center for Internships and Academic
Seminars, is aimed at raising awareness about
women's empowerment and social norms in
developing countries, the key role of youth
leadership in social change, and police brutality in the
United States.
The Peace Conference, which is in its 5th year,
will feature experts in human rights activism, social
impact, advocacy, conflict resolution, and civil rights
activism. Speakers include Teniola Ayoola, George
Washington University and Founder of Humans
of GWU; Kadiatou Diallo, Board President of The
Amadou Diallo Foundation; Hilary Shelton, NAACP
Washington Bureau Director and Senior Vice
President for Advocacy; and speakers include Kadiatu
Turay and Nonhlanhla Dlamini,
representatives of President Obama's Young African
Leadership Initiative
(YALI).

Upcoming S-CAR Community Events
Wednesday, September 9, 2015
Criminal Justice Development in Northern Uganda and Sierra
Leone
12:30pm-2:00pm

Thursday, September 10, 2015
Colombian Women and Local Peacebuilding Initiatives
12:00pm-2:00pm

Thursday, September 10, 2015
Film Screening: Enemies of the People
7:15pm-9:30pm

Wednesday, September 16, 2015
Identity and History in South Korea and Japan: From Conflict
to Reconciliation
12:00pm-2:00pm

Friday, September 18, 2015
Resume Review Workshop
10:00am-12:00pm

Saturday, September 19, 2015
Hodei Sultan. Photo: United
States Institute of Peace
(USIP).

Jason miller. Photo: Jason
Miller.

Former S-CAR students Hodei Sultan, Program
Officer, Center for South and Central Asia at United
States Institute of Peace (USIP), and Jason Miller,
Director of Campaigns and Development, are also
presenting and helping to organize the conference
respectively.
The speakers will also lead presentations, Q&A
sessions, storytelling, and paneldiscussions. The
conference will also feature an internationally inspired
lunch and a raffle. Registration and more information for the 2015 peace conference can be found at:
eventbrite.com/e/peace-conference-connected-yetdisconnected-tickets-18214757831 ■
4
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S-CAR Annual Welcome Picnic - Lubber Run Park
2:00pm-4:00pm

Tuesday, September 23, 2015
The Confederate Flag and the Legacy of Slavery
12:30pm-2:00pm

Wednesday, September 24, 2015
Real Conflict Coaching Fundamentals Workshop
9:00am-5:00pm
For more, visit scar.gmu.edu/events-roster

SCHOOL FOR CONFLICT ANALYSIS AND RESOLUTION

Student Opinion:
What We Learned From the Iran Nuclear Deal
By Sahar Namazikhah, S-CAR PhD Candidate, snamazik@masonlive.gmu.edu

T

he Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action - also called the
Iran Deal - signed between Iran, the P5+1 (the five permanent members of the United Nations Security Council
- China, France, Russia, United Kingdom, United States, plus
Germany), and the European Union on July 14, 2015, has
become a landmark agreement in the field of conflict resolution. Considering that there were thirty-five years of a great
deal of mistrust between the two main actors - Iran and the
US - an agreement could not be reached without years of strategic preparation and trust-building through dialogue, before
official negotiations could begin. In retrospect, policy analysts
and experts have lauded the twenty months of negotiations
and the carefully planned stages that managed to survive even
when the negotiating countries and their allies were confronted with numerous political crises.
Many observers have heaped praise on the strategy,
harmony, and professionalism of the Iranian and the US
negotiating teams and also the Presidents of both countries
who stood firm to reach this breakthrough deal. The selection of John Kerry and Javad Zarif - two anti-war chiefs of
the nuclear team who were deeply aware of the negative
result of the failure of the nuclear talks – is reported to have
exuded “absolute confidence” in both teams. Another noted
strength of the negotiation process was Iran’s acceptance of
John Kerry over Hillary Clinton to lead the talks, which has
been analyzed as having helped to accelerate the process. This
agreement, though, did not happen within the two years of
formal negotiations that the public witnessed. Rather, several
stages of elite dialogue, secret talks between diplomats, and
backchannels contributed to this.

2002: Dialogue before
Negotiation

Recent S-CAR Media Appearances

Donald Trump and the Politics of
In 2002, The
Personality: To understand Trumpism, Look
Iran Project based
Ahead
in New York City
was founded to
Rich Rubenstein, S-CAR Faculty
initiate a U.S.-Iran
Rich Rubenstein's Blog rich-rubenstein.
informal dialogue.
com/2015/08/donald-trump-and-the-politics-ofWith $870 million
personality/ 8/21/15
from the Rockefeller
Brother Fund, the
US Navy Seals Plan to Accept Women after
project began to
Female Soldiers Graduate as Rangers
bridge and set up
Ellen Haring, S-CAR PhD Candidate
the first meetings
The Guardian 8/19/15
between Iranian and
American elites in
Yemen: Ripe for a Solution?
early 2002. Dialogue
Ibrahim Sharqieh, S-CAR PhD Alumnus
between the two
Al Jazeera, 8/15/15
sides continued for
more than a decade
Conflict Analysts from S-CAR have appeared
with well-placed
on 61 occasions since the last newsletter.
participants from
These 3 represent a sample of those
the two countries,
publications. For a complete list, visit: http://
including Javad
scar.gmu.edu/media
Zarif, Tehran’s then
chief nuclear negotiator. Later on, but running parallel to this project,
the publication of numerous articles and analyses
pertaining to Iran, were strategically added from
of a group of journalists and former high-ranking
diplomats.

press
Under Secretary Sherman Laid Down a Poster-Board Sheet That Outlined the Remaining Items to be Negotiated. Photo: Flickr User U.S. Department of State.

Continued on Page 8
HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU
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Cecily Cutshall, S-CAR Alumna

s-car spotlight

By Jackie Finch, Career and Academic Advisor, jfinch4@gmu.edu

I

recently had the wonderful opportunity
to meet an S-CAR MS alumna, Cecily
Cutshall, at her “office” which turned
out to be a local coffee shop in Arlington.
Cecily graduated in May 2012 and has been
working for ICF International for the past
two and a half years.
ICF International has implemented
more than 2000 organizational development, assessment, and human resources
projects for more than two dozen Federal
agencies, as well as nonprofit and private
sector organizations over the last 20 years.
ICF helps clients anticipate organizational
and workforce trends, shape and execute a
customer-driven business strategy, identify
and address human capital issues and objectives, and enhance workforce performance
and productivity.
Cecily works as a junior-level consultant

Samantha Borders, S-CAR PhD Student
By Kwaw de Graft-Johnson, S-CAR PhD Candidate and Newsletter Editor, kdegraft@masonlive.gmu.edu

S

amantha Borders is an incoming 2015
doctoral student who has spent time working in Israel-Palestine as a development
officer at Project Hope Nablus. Samantha
returned to the U.S. in 2014 and established
an online religious magazine called PourOver that
focuses primarily on faith
narratives for the subaltern. Following a year of
teaching and participation
in grassroots initiatives
in southeast Georgia,
Samantha chose to go back
to school to enhance her
understanding of religion’s
relation to conflict. “I
chose this period to further
Samantha Borders. Photo: Samantha
my education at S-CAR
Borders
because the program was
a better fit for my research
needs. I am very research-oriented and I want
to use that to create new knowledge that can
effect positive change and make it accessible to everyone. The best place it seems
to do that is at Mason with its proximity to
Washington D.C. - the hub of policy making”
she said.
Samantha is a graduate of the University
of Exeter, where she received a Master of

6

within this large organization but has already
gained a lot of hands-on
experience as well as
had the opportunity to
utilize the skillset that she
learned from her studies
at S-CAR. She is heavily
involved with the teaching, training, research, and
leadership sector of the
company, which she said
also aligns with her inter- Cecily Cutshall.
ests and strengths.
Photo: Cecily Cutshall.
Cecily’s excellent and
natural ability to communicate makes her
successful as a consultant that provides a
vast array of services to multiple agencies
and organizations.You can learn more about
ICF International at icfi.com ■
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Arts (MA) in Palestine Studies. After graduating with distinction in the program, she
moved to Israel-Palestine. “I wanted to have
hands on experience regarding the realities
of Israel-Palestine so I spent time working with a grassroots NGO that was geared
towards providing educational opportunities
to children affected by the Second Intifada in
Nablus. In addition to her work, Samantha
also worked as a freelance journalist where
she wrote about grassroots activism and religious minorities issues in the region.
Samantha is currently looking to pursue
research that primarily focuses on the construction of historical narratives in relation
to Christianity’s connection with the modern
Middle East. She wants to promote conflict
resolution through deeper understanding of
the religious subaltern voices at play and their
integral position in the peacemaking process.
Acording to Samantha, “Because of my deep
understanding of the Church and Zionism, I
felt compelled to research about Palestinian
Christians- a subject seldom discussed in
Western discourse.
Outside of academics, Samantha writes
and performs poetry. “I love poetry because it
gives me the space to express emotions that
prose cannot." ■
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Rethinking US Strategy on Terrorism
Continued from page 1

Our entire policy toward
something allied forces
terrorism is to take out this
have not spent a good
percentage. And at the other
deal of time or effort
end is a tiny percentage of
attempting. But once
total peaceniks who won’t
the local culture is stapick up a weapon ever.
bilized, “it will have the
“The middle, the main
effect of marginalizing
population, can swing one
that one percent of bad
way or another.”That’s the
guys and making them
ideal target for action," he
easier to deal with.”
said.
As the U.S. associISIS members integrate
ate of Saferworld, an
into the surrounding cominternational organizamunity and offer protection
tion working to prevent
and a nationalistic idenviolent conflict, Alpher
tity to non-members.
takes his ideas and those
Eventually, outsiders are
of like-minded others
considered the enemy and
to Congress and the
David Alpher. Photo: David Alpher.
ISIS’s ranks grow. And the
State Department in
cycle is endless.
the hopes of changing
“You can’t bomb the causes of ISIS,” he said.
policy. Are those who establish policy listening?
“It doesn’t recognize what they need to survive.
“They are,” he said with a sigh, “but they say
All you’re going to do with bombing is create
‘we get it, but we’re not the problem.’ The probISIS 2.0 and 3.0. ISIS is already Al Qaeda 2.0. We
lem is the U.S. population and Capitol Hill. The
smashed Al Qaeda with a hammer and the scatHill says ‘attack, attack, attack’ and is creating
tered pieces fell in that fertile ground that no one fear. And they say this because the population is
got around to fixing.”
telling them to say it, and you can’t get reelected
“Fixing” would mean stabilizing the society,
without agreeing.” ■

Latest S-CAR Books

HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU

Contested Memories and
Reconciliation Challenges:
Japan and the Asia-Pacific on
the 70th Anniversary of the End
of World War II
Shihoko Goto,
Zheng Wang, and
Tatsushi Arai

Searching for Better
Agreements ...
and Finding Them:
Contributions of
Dean G. Pruitt
William Donohue, and
Daniel Druckman

The Contemporary Conflict
Resolution Reader
Tom Woodhouse, ed.
Hugh Miall, ed.
Oliver Ramsbotham, ed. and
Christopher Mitchell ed.

Establishing a Truth
and Reconciliation
Commission in
Burundi: Perspectives
on Possibilities and
Challenges
Sixte Vigny Nimuraba
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What We Learned From the Iran Nuclear Deal
Continued from page 5

Ergo, these behind-the-scenes dialogues
and reached the Joint Comprehensive
helped to reduce any apprehension that
Plan of Action or "Iran Deal." The strong
either side felt, then pave the way for
efforts that the two American and Iranian
formal talks to begin.
Presidents’ administrations put in during
2008: Five Years To Create Context
the last two years to reach this peace
From 2008, after the US and
agreement to prevent war has opened a
Iran became convinced about the
new chapter in negotiation techniques in
importance of direct engagement,
the field of conflict resolution.
acknowledging a mutual relationship,
After the deal was signed, “the
and admitted that the dispute was
invisible man” - John Kerry’s deputy,
amenable to negotiation, official meetAmbassador Burns - appeared in public
Secretary Kerry Taking a Walk with Iranian
ings between the two governments
and in op-eds and interviews and disForeign Minster Zarif During Nuclear
started. Ambassador William Burns
cussed how difficult the entire process
was selected - based on his knowledge Program Talks. Photo: Flickr User U.S.
was. “It was really an unknown territory.
of Iranian diplomacy and culture - and Department of State.
And, you know, I was skeptical that we
dispatched to meet with his Iranian counterparts; joining
could make much progress. And I think it's fair to say that
envoys from Britain, China, France, Germany, and Russia.
our Iranian counterparts were also skeptical given the hisBetween 2008 and 2013, several secret meetings took place
tory of this issue.”
in Oman and other locations to discuss what was negotiable,
This agreement will no doubt go down in the annals
and what norms and standards would govern the process
of history as a pivotal period in US-Iran relations. Currently
of negotiation. In addition, negotiations also examined the
though, the next challenge would be for both presidents to
proper way to handle thirty five years of a non-sustained
do some more work in making this deal acceptable to everydiplomatic contact, filled with mutual suspicion and grievone. President Obama must convince Congress to place the
ance between the U.S. and Iran.
Iran Deal into effect - the congressional review period ends
The Agreement
in mid-September – while President Rouhani of Iran is still
After eleven years of consistent dialogues, the negotiateducating domestic hardliners on the benefits of global
ing parties sat at the same table in public on July 14, 2015,
peace and “win-win” agreement for all parties. ■
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Pope Francis in America: A Biased Perspective
By Joseph Montville, Director, Program on Healing Historical Memory at S-CAR, jmontvi1@gmu.edu
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EDITOR: KWAW DE GRAFT-JOHNSON

commentary

ashington, DC,
Manhattan, and
Philadelphia were
paralyzed yet filled with excitement. John Paul II had drawn
big enthusiastic crowds on his
visits, but there was a distinct
quality of multi-faith and even
atheistic excitement for Francis.
He had forsworn the
limousine after his election as
pope, and taken the minibus
with his fellow cardinals back
to their rooms. He chose to
live in a small apartment and Joseph Montville Meeting with Pope Francis in June 2015.
not the grandiose traditional Photo: Joseph Montville.
apartment of the pontiff.
Francis visited young prisoners in Rome and sick, the widows and orphans — those most
washed their feet on Holy Thursday before
needy and often treated as the least among
Good Friday in 2013. The twelve youth
us.
included two women and two Muslims.
Francis was all Jesus all the time. But not
The next year, he went to
a finger-wagging critic or fire and brimstone
a home for the disabled
preacher. Since we are all sinners — I’ll risk a
and washed the feet of
blatant generalization here — Francis drew
Christians, non-Chrisalmost everyone in. (There was one Arizona
Network: Reconciliation from the
tians, and non-believers.
Republican congressman, a Catholic
Bottom-Up: Experiences from San
Traditionally, popes would even, who boycotted the joint meeting
Carlos and Granada
wash the feet of priests.
of Congress because he said Francis was
Initiatives: Nailed to the Doorframe:
That’s what he does.
too liberal and believed in the dangers of
How Past Experiences Inspired Change
There is a strong tradiclimate change. He sent out a fund-raising
Event: "Strategies in Reducing
tion among certain
letter extolling his courage.)
Religious Sectarianism:
Hebrew prophets, known
In New York, the Washington Post
Voices from the Field"
intimately to Jesus of
reported that after Francis addressed the UN
Press: Media Appearances
Nazareth, and revealed
General Assembly and prayed at the World
Opinion: Reevaluating the Discussion
to Prophet Muhammad,
Trade Center site, he drove up to Central
of Tolerance in the U.S.
which enjoins believers to
Park.
Spotlight: Umed Partov
care for the poor and the
Spotlight: Ignacio Boloix Peiro
Continued on Page 7
SCARNEWS@GMU.EDU
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Reconciliation from the Bottom Up:
Experiences from San Carlos and Granada
By Laura Villanueva, PhD Student, lvillan2@masonlive.gmu.edu and Andrea Bustamante, Political Scientist and International Development Specialist,
Graduate Institute Geneva, andrea.bustamante@graduateinstitute.ch

J

network

aqueline, Sandra, Claudia, and Rubiela, a delegation of
local women peacebuilders from Colombia, shared their
bottom-up peacebuilding experiences with the S-CAR
community on September 10, 2015. Granada and San
Carlos, two municipalities in the state of Antioquia, were
among the hardest hit by violence and displacement.
Between 1995 and 2006, paramilitary groups, the national
army, and the guerrillas battling for control of the territory led to the killing of thousands and displaced around
80% of the population. After President Uribe (2003-2005)
held dialogues with the paramilitaries, the violence subsided. When the current President, Juan Manuel Santos,
signed into law the Victims and Land Restitution Law, the
displaced began to return to their communities. What followed was bottom-up reconciliation efforts by the people
in both San Carlos and Granada.
The four local women peacebuilders shared their
efforts in rebuilding the social fabric of their communities. They shared their personal experiences in the
conflict, discussed reconciliation initiatives, and expressed
a common goal of restoring the dignity of all the victims of the conflict. These efforts ranged from clearing
land mines, building the Salón del Nunca Más (the Hall
of Never Again), Jardin de la Memoria (the Memory
Garden), and memorials in public squares, to creating
youth-programs addressing mental trauma, choosing
educational pedagogy such as the Waldorf method, and
building psychosocial approaches appropriate for dealing
with the trauma in their communities.
Among the many initiatives in Granada, the community built the Hall of Never Again, which was not only
a physical space but also a place for members of the community to view photos and read stories of the victims.
Another initiative, Granada Siempre Nuestra (Granada
Always Ours) is an NGO and a local initiative that promotes socio-cultural projects.

A child writing on the chalkboard in San Carlos.
Photo: Jake Rollow.
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A Peacebuilding Candle Lighting: Jordan in San Carlos.
Photo: Casey Ehrlich.

They work towards integral community development
that encompasses both educational and entrepreneurial
processes. In continuing to build from the local level,
they have developed psychosocial approaches for dealing with trauma in Granada that focuses on ‘rebuilding
imagination’ because they believe that the first thing that
is limited in a victim is their capacity to imagine another
reality.
In San Carlos, the Memory Garden is a place where
members of the community can plant a symbolic paper
flower with the name of a victim. Each color has a
different meaning: for the people who survived and
returned, the color is light green. For people who were
displaced, the color is a dark green and for those who
were forcefully displaced, the color is purple. Yellow
stands for those who died from land mines, red is for
those who were assassinated and white is for women
who were raped. Orange represents all those who
resisted and dark blue is for those who were forcibly
recruited. The garden is full of colors and representative
of the complex and painful reality of the conflict.
The lessons they shared about the bottom-up
approach used in their communities as well as their
personal stories of resilience illustrated the power of the
reconciliation model the community is building. The
ideas were born from the community and financed by
the Colombian government and international community. In 2011, San Carlos won Colombia’s National Peace
Prize. In light of the agreement between the FARC
and the Colombian government that was signed on
September 23rd, these local experiences from San Carlos
and Granada are a valuable lesson on how the local
people can reimagine and rebuild their lives in their
communities. ¡La Paz es Imparable! Peace is
Unstoppable! ■
SCHOOL FOR CONFLICT ANALYSIS AND RESOLUTION

Nailed to the Doorframe:
How Past Experiences Inspired Change
By Charles Davidson, PhD Student, cdavids5@masonlive.gmu.edu

T

initiatives

he gates slammed behind
time something like 60
us and we were all locked
organizations working to
in San Pedro Prison in La
alleviate the needs of street
Paz, Bolivia. We were surchildren in Bogota alone.
rounded by what seemed to
I wondered: If so much
be a tightly packed neighboreffort was being exerted,
hood complete with small
why there was any need
grocery stores, seamstress
at all remaining? What I
shops, and Coca Cola signs.
learned was that there was,
I looked down at my forearm
for many of the organizarevealing illegible permanent
tions, a complete lack of
sharpie writing in Spanish
sustainability or reproducthat I had been haphazardly
ibility mechanisms within
informed would be my way
the organizations. The
out when it was ready to
more I traveled the world,
leave. I thought wryly to
the more I was able to
myself, “let's not rub this
understand just how deep
off in the next few hours.”
Charles Davidson (fourth from the left -standing) with D.R.C. military a problem this was for
I also noted that there were
many of the NGOs workand Police along with local Mai Mai after discussions about the
what seemed to be as many
ing in war-torn countries
necessity to release children from their ranks .
children in the prison as
worldwide.
Photo: Charles Davidson.
there were adults. I was later
Armed with these
informed that children were incarcerated with their parexperiences, the mission of ForgottenSong, the NGO I
ents as they have nowhere else to live. “The children are
subsequently founded, focuses on sustainable, reproducpaying the price of the parent’s crimes.”
ible, native-led business initiatives which aim to make
I simply could not get that statement out of my
a long term-impact on the vulnerable populations of
head. It stuck with me for a week after we returned to
war-torn countries. We have since started projects in
the United States and I wound up typing the statement
Iraq, Uganda, and Burundi and are about to launch in
into Google to reveal more about this notion. What
the D.R.C. Our initial project in Kampala, Uganda, a
the search returned would change the course of my life
poultry project comprising 1000 chickens, has since been
forever. Article after article described children in war
replicated 75 times. In Burundi, we have seen an almost
zones who by no choice of their own were suffering
7-fold growth on our initial financial investment after
due to the decisions that adults in their countries were
only 14 months and sustainability throughout the curmaking. After researching more about the most war-torn rent civil unrest.
places on Earth, I nailed a piece of notebook paper to my
After several years of work, I began to understand
doorframe so that I would see it every day as I worked
just how important higher education was going to be in
to finish my undergraduate studies at the University of
furthering my options and in sharpening my skills, and
Arkansas.
I knew that I needed to balance my life experience with
When the time came, I asked my spiritual mentor,
academic knowledge to be as effective as I can be. After
“how should I begin?” His response was unreserved
one year as an Anthropology Master’s student, I knew
and without alternative, “You can do nothing if you are
that S-CAR was going to be the place that would foster
ignorant about the situations abroad. You need first-hand continued growth and allow me to continue to pursue
knowledge about people if you are going to respond
my passions. After learning more about the ways that
to their needs in any productive way…so leave, get out
S-CAR prepares academics and practitioners for future
of here and go there.” This began an 8-year journey of
work, I saw my horizons quickly expanding.
mine, living in and researching the world’s war zones. My
I am not yet sure where I want to go in the field of
search for this knowledge has taken me to Afghanistan,
conflict analysis and resolution, but my goal is always
Iraq, Uganda, Colombia, Lebanon, Burundi, and the
to remember the sheet of notebook paper nailed to my
Democratic Republic of the Congo.
doorframe and to grow ForgottenSong until we have a
Around year three, I started to notice a pattern.
presence in every war-torn country in the world…We’ll
Living in Colombia, I learned that there existed at the
see what happens. ■
HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU
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Strategies in Reducing Religious
Sectarianism: Voices from the Field

events

By Najla Mangoush, PhD Student, nmangous@masonlive.gmu.edu

4

O

n Friday, October
2, 2015, the United
Nations General
Assembly hosted an event
that looked to offer concrete strategies in reducing
religious sectarianism
through the lens of Libyan
and Kenyan case studies.
This high level event
in New York was organized by the Ministry
for Foreign Affairs of
Finland, the United States
Department of State,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and Cooperation of
Spain, and Organization
for Islamic Cooperation
(OIC) together with the
Network for Religious and Najla Mangoush. Photo:
Traditional Peacemakers. Najla Mangoush.
It brought together decision makers, policy experts, religious leaders, tribal
leaders, and civil society stakeholders to discuss the
drivers of sectarianism and ways it impacts conflicts
and mediation efforts.
The event, "Strategies in Reducing Religious
Sectarianism: Voices from the Field," started with opening remarks from the Minister for Foreign Affairs
of Finland, Timo Soini. He stressed the importance
of religious and traditional leaders in the pursuit of
sustainable peace and complimented the efforts of the
Network for Religious and Traditional Peacemakers in
enhancing inclusive mediation. Secretary General of
the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) Iyad
Mandani set the context for sectarianism by demonstrating that the current century is the century of
identity that follows times characterised by ideologies.
He called for taking seriously the tendency of people
to emphasize identities and for developing positive
strategies that take into account the role of religion.
Spain emphasized the importance of synergy between
different tracks of diplomacy and the US Department
of State highlighted that collaboration between
religious communities and leaders is necessary for
determining the causes of violent sectarianism.
I was fortunate and very honored to be a part
of this event and in my presentation, I looked at the
important role of religious leaders and actors, not only
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in mitigating conflicts but also in
restorative justice responses. I further
stressed that in Libya, it is Muslims
who are killing Muslims and this
dimension needs adequate understanding in determining responses to
violent extremism.
The moderator of the panel,
Pekka Haavisto, the Special
Representative on Mediation of
the Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Finland, stressed the importance of
understanding the complexity of the
issues surrounding sectarianism and
the multiple identities that need due
attention.
The meeting was also supported
by a consultative meeting between
the panelists from Kenya and Libya
that will feed future developments
in concrete responses to sectarianism. The Network for Religious and
Traditional Peacemakers will follow
up on these efforts. ■

Upcoming S-CAR Community Events
Saturday, October 24 and Sunday, October 25, 2015
Peace and democracy in Sudan
9:00am-5:00pm
Tuesday, October 27, 2015
Stories from the field: Reflections on qualitative
research in Indonesia
2:00pm-3:30pm
Tuesday, November 3, 2015
The Presence of the Absent
12:00pm-2:00pm
Thursday, November 5, 2015
Teaching the Cold War - Memory Practices in the
Classroom
3:00pm-5:00pm
Wednesday, November 11, 2015
Retirement Celebration: Sandra Cheldelin
6:00pm-8:00pm
For more, visit scar.gmu.edu/events-roster
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Student Opinion:
Reevaluating the Discussion of Tolerance in the U.S.
By Samantha Borders, PhD Student, sborders@masonlive.gmu.edu

T

HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU

One aspect that is
not brought to broader
attention is the idea of
restoration of communities who disagree with the
Making Nonviolent Statecraft into a Selfruling. The popular online
Evident Truth
meme campaign of “Still
Marc Gopin, S-CAR Faculty
does the job” is an easy
Tikkun 10/03/15
example of how objectors
are viewed and how there
Why U.S. and Chinese Cities will make or
is great pushback against
break any global climate deal
their viewpoints. However,
Michael Shank, S-CAR PhD Alumnus
rather than comment on
The Conversation 9/23/15
the morality of their positions, it is more beneficial
Colombia's Imminent Peace Agreement: A
that we begin to construct
Brief Analysis of What the Agreement is,
spaces where those who
What is next and What is Missing
dissent can have the security
Catalina Rojas, S-CAR PhD Alumna
necessary to learn how to
PCDN 10/01/15
coexist in a society that does
Conflict Analysts from S-CAR have
not strictly adhere to their
appeared on 21 occasions since the last
values. Their vehement
defense of conservative
newsletter. These 3 represent a sample of
values represents a vicious
those publications. For a complete list, visit
cycle that is only fueled by
http://scar.gmu.edu/media
the sharp criticism of more
liberal voices.
By no means does this advocate exclusion or isolationism, but rather granting dignity to those who feel the
core of their identity is being attacked, namely groups
who hold socially conservative values linked primarily
to religious beliefs. In an interview with CNN, Davis
remarked on verbal attacks made in response to her
actions, such as branding her “Hitler.”
Social censoring, a method of accountability in
any society, can quickly devolve into adding the proverbial fuel to the fire of conflict if not administered
with proper intention. Such name calling as listed above
presents little to no possibility of redemption for the
accused, and is a process of dehumanization widening
the rift in our society. While outrage at her comments
and actions may be appropriate, if we are seeking to
create a society of plurality of opinion, we must do
more than discuss issues of tolerance: we must also
address the goals in debating the issues of the day.
There will be more Kim Davises in times to come,
but rather than immediately focusing on the level of her
divergence from what is now the increasingly accepted
social norm, we should channel our efforts towards
engagement that allows for reconciliation, instead of
alienation, at the end of the debate. If we cannot engage
in dialogue without depriving others of security or
opportunities for restoration, then perhaps we as a society
should have a more honest look at what we truly value
when discussing the issues of the day. ■

Recent S-CAR Media

press

he nature of tolerance and its place within American
society has of late come to the forefront of national
attention, through issues such as the legalization of
gay marriage. To say that exchanges surrounding this
topic are “heated” is to put it lightly, and we find
ourselves amidst increasing social division and lacking in
the cohesion so needed in our leadership and society. Our
inability to engage in dialogue in a manner that grants
dignity to the opposing party is a glaring issue, and while
this is not a problem exclusive to the US, it is one that is
imperative to address.
One such divisive point that has brought the character of the nation under scrutiny is the recent debacle
surrounding Rowan County Clerk Kim Davis’ refusal to
issue gay marriage licenses; her actions thereby countering the decision by the Supreme Court on June 26. While
supporters of the LGBTQ movement found a moment
of celebration in light of this ruling, others saw it as a
violation of their religious freedom and began to push
back. This has created a new level of tension and selfidentified persecution amongst those who believe strictly
in heterosexual marriage as the only acceptable definition
of that institution.
Here is where we find the current shift in American
public discourse, and we are now confronted with a
reality that is law. It is not proposed here what stance one
should take regarding this SCOTUS ruling, but rather to
look more closely at how we as specialists in the conflict
analysis and resolution field might begin to approach this
topic with due caution and care and encourage others
to follow suit. Where public opinion might draw lines
between the concepts of religious and secular tolerance,
there may in fact be more synthesis present than is widely
acknowledged or understood.
Tolerance is defined as “a fair, objective, and permissive attitude toward opinions, beliefs, and practices that
differ from one's own,” and is, indeed, an ideal many
Americans wish to uphold. Valued as something that
ought to be universally embraced, the average citizen
idolizes almost too much a utopian conception of unity
while simultaneously failing to see the benefit of conflict
and how it might actually forward the general
cause toward the concept of a more perfect
union. In this instance
of blatant refusal like
Davis’ to enforce the
law of the land, should
we as CAR specialists
instead see an opportunity to channel this
conflict in the direction
Samantha Borders.
of more open commuPhoto: Samantha Borders.
nication? Simply, yes.
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Umed Partov, Malta Dual Degree Student

s-car spotlight

By Kwaw de Graft-Johnson, PhD Candidate and Newsletter Editor, kdegraft@masonlive.gmu.edu

U

med Partov is a current S-CAR Masters
student who holds a BA in Business
Administration and a Master’s degree in
Public Administration from the University of
Montana. “I decided to come to S-CAR to study
the role of non-violent religious identity in countering violent extremism and terrorism." Umed
believes that academic research on counterterrorism is in its infancy stage, and perhaps that
is why the international community had failed to
address and fully understand this phenomenon.
Says Umed, "S-CAR has prominent scholars and
the largest network of professionals in conflict
resolution field, which is an invaluable asset for
my academic development and research."
Umed has worked for a number of organizations including the Organization for
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)
Office in Tajikistan, United States Agency for
International Development in Tajikistan, the
Center for Central and Southeast Asian Studies
at the University of Montana, the Permanent
Mission of the Republic of Tajikistan to the
United Nations in New York City, and the United
Nations Population Fund in New York among
others. In his recent position as a National
Program Officer at OSCE in Tajikistan, Umed
implemented capacity-building projects for mid-

and-senior level
border officials
from 57 OSCE
participating states.
In this position,
he “initiated
and coordinated
International
Cross-Border
Research
Conference
on Evolving
Transnational
Threats and
Umed Partov.
Border Security,
Photo: Umed Partov.
organized highlevel roundtables and thematic events on ISAF
withdrawal from Afghanistan and possible security scenarios for Central Asian countries, drug
trafficking, weapon smuggling, human trafficking, illegal migration, and other current security
related issues.”
One of the very important projects that
Umed worked on, of which he is very proud, was
USAID's Tajikistan Safe Drinking Water Project.
"I conducted project monitoring and evaluation
to ensure the project's progress towards desired
outcomes and objectives." ■

Ignacio Peiro Boloix, Undergrad Student
By Kwaw de Graft-Johnson, PhD Candidate and Newsletter Editor, kdegraft@masonlive.gmu.edu

I

n his relatively short time studying at Mason,
Ignacio Peiro Boloix describes his course
in conflict analysis and resolution as “very
rewarding.” Originally from Spain, Ignacio is
an exchange student from the
University of Zaragoza, and is
currently enrolled in a CONF
101 course session with Edi
Jurkovic, a PhD student. “I have
become very interested in this
field because I see its practicality in the real world and the
teacher for the class makes the
content very interesting.”
Ignacio’s interest in the field
of conflict resolution started in
2014, when he took part in simulation exercises focused on the
work of the European Union
in the European Parliament in
Ignacio Boloix Peiro.
Strasbourg, and in the Young
Photo: Ignacio Boloix Peiro.
European Council in Brussels.
6
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“These were wonderful experiences and aside
from making friends from all over the world, I
discovered the field of conflict resolution and
decided to learn more about it.”
Ignacio studies Law and Business at the
University of Zaragoza in Spain, and combined
with his conflict resolution courses he hopes
to acquire the tools needed to comprehensively understand human interaction especially
how people choose to behave in a certain way.
Ignacio’s plan after completing his education is to go back to Europe and work for the
European Union. “In the EU problems must be
solved with solutions which satisfy the interests
of all the 28 Member States. In my opinion,
Conflict Resolution skills are essential in such a
situation.”
Outside of his academic studies, Ignacio
loves to travel and go skiing. “I live near the
Pyrenees Mountains and I take advantage of the
outdoors whenever I can.” ■

SCHOOL FOR CONFLICT ANALYSIS AND RESOLUTION

Pope Francis in America: A Biased Perspective
Continued from page 1

At the moment his car came into
actor than John Paul II, whose initiaview, a rainbow appeared above
tives helped stimulate the collapse of
Central Park West and 63rd
communism in Central and Eastern
St. “And then a wisp of a cloud
Europe. “As the first pope from the
perpendicular to the rainbow
developing world,” Franco wrote,
created the shape of a cross….
“Francis is important for every issue
People wept. These people
facing the world today: poverty, the
were already believers, but this,
environment, immigration, and
as people around here say, was
war.”
ridiculous. Naturally, they credIn June 2014, Francis invited the
ited the pope.”
presidents of Palestine and Israel
There is no way for me
to come to the Vatican to pray for
to capture the impact of the
peace. This unplanned initiative
pope’s exhaustive and exhauststarted in May when Francis on his
Pope Francis blessed The sculpture 'Synagoga and
ing program in our country. And
way to Bethlehem in the West Bank
Ecclesia in Our Time' on the campus of St. Joseph's in
so I will focus on those efforts
drove past what Israel calls a, “secuPhiladelphia that was created to counter centuries of
most moving to me and most
rity fence,” and Palestinians call an,
anti-Semitic imagery in Catholic art.
relevant to our concerns for
“apartheid wall.” He asked his driver
Photo: St. Joseph's University.
conflict analysis and resolution.
to stop, and he went up to the wall
Time published a special ediand prayed silently for about five
tion called “Francis: The Pope’s Bold Message Comes
minutes. He then placed his hands on the wall, leaned
to America,” by John l. Allen, Jr., Vatican specialist for
forward so his forehead touched it, and made the sign
the Boston Globe, that noted that Francis’ visit was his
of the cross. The Vatican spokesman, Father Frederico
first and that “America is the mother ship of free-market
Lombardi, later said, “The pope thinks like a prophet.
global capitalism that Francis, history’s first pontiff from He imagines a day when the wall won’t be necessary to
the developing world, routinely excoriates as ‘savage’
keep these two peoples apart."
for fostering an ‘economy that kills,’ denouncing it as
Presidents Peres and Abbas went to Rome on June
responsible for a ‘throwaway culture’ in which whole
8 to accept Francis’ invitation. As John Allen describes
categories of human beings are regarded as disposable.”
the scene, Peres and Abbas joined Francis who had also
Allen also said that the U.S. had given Francis possibly his invited Patriarch Bartholomew I of Constantinople to
best-known antagonist, the very conservative Cardinal
the event. This fact also had major peacemaking impliRaymond Burke formerly of La Crosse, Wisconsin, and
cations because the Church of Rome and the Eastern
St. Louis. At a summit of bishops from around the world Orthodox Church have still not formally healed the
in October, 2014, Burke suggested that Francis owed the Great Schism of 1054 CE. The four men exchanged
church an apology for suggesting that its traditional ban
embraces and kisses before TV cameras, and then
on divorced and civilly remarried Catholics receiving
Francis led them into Vatican gardens that had no obvithe sacrament of communion could change. Burke had
ous Christian symbolism. Their service involved readings
also insisted that Secretary of State John Kerry could not from scriptures and prayers from Judaism, Christianity,
receive communion because he is pro-choice.
and Islam.
Francis is so soft-spoken, even in his native Spanish,
Francis said, “Peacemaking calls for courage, much
that it’s hard to imagine him as tough. But the pope soon more so than warfare. Only the tenacious say yes to
removed Cardinal Burke from his position as head of
encounter and no to conflict; yes, to negotiations and
the Vatican Supreme Court and appointed him patron
no to hostilities; yes to respect for agreements and no to
of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta, whatever that
acts of provocation.” The prayer meeting at the Vatican
is. Burke had said the Church appeared rudderless under had been the result of careful planning by Pope Francis
Francis. But he was the one who appeared to be up
well before his trip to Israel and Palestine. At a Vatican
the Tiber without a paddle. And when Francis entered
meeting of forty Christians, Jews, and Muslims in 2014,
the House of Representatives for his joint address to
Francis approached Omar Abboud, his countryman
Congress, in which the members had been strictly
from Argentina and leader of the Islamic community in
instructed not to touch him, the pope walked out of
Buenos Aires. Francis told the stunned Abboud that for
his prescribed path to single out John Kerry for a hand
the first time in an official papal delegation to the Holy
shake.
Land there will be a Jew and a Muslim. He said, “The
My bias is toward Francis as peacemaker. A highly
Muslim is you.”
respected Italian journalist, Massimo Franco, has written
Continued on Page 8
that Francis is potentially an even more crucial political
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Pope Francis in America: A Biased Perspective
Continued from page 7

Francis had been developing ties to the Muslim
community in Argentina as archbishop, and he had
visited the Islamic Center in Buenos Aires three times.
In November 2014, the Wall Street Journal reported
the pope standing beside Istanbul Grand Mufti Rahmi
Yaran in the legendary Blue Mosque facing Mecca
and bowing his head in a long prayer. The National
Report, an American conservative journal, reported
with obvious discomfort that Francis had said, “the
Koran, and the teachings contained therein, are just
as valid as the Holy Bible.” Further, he said, “Jesus
Christ, Jehovah, Allah. These are all names employed
to describe an entity that is distinctly the same across
the world.”
The Jew in the delegation to the Holy Land was
to be Rabbi Abraham Skorka, head of the Latin
American Rabbinical Seminary in Buenos Aires,
and co-author of a book with Francis when he was
Archbishop Jorge Bergoglio. I met Rabbi Skorka
in Buenos Aires at the International Council of
Christians and Jews (ICCJ) annual meeting last year,
and in Rome this year at the ICCJ meeting, where I
also had the chance to meet Pope Francis. My impression is that Rabbi Skorka may be Francis’ most trusted
friend.
Toward the end of his Philadelphia visit, Francis
went to St. Joseph’s University to bless a very special
new bronze sculpture symbolizing Catholic unity

with the Jews. Rabbi Skorka had given the dedication
speech and arranged for Francis to stop by. (Skorka
told the Forward that he had also been involved in
arranging the Abrahamic summit at the Vatican.) The
sculpture, by Joshua Koffman, titled “Synagoga and
Ecclesia in Our Time,” depicts two women facing
each other, one a Jew holding a Torah scroll and the
other a Christian holding a Bible. It was meant to
correct a medieval representation found on many
European churches of Synagoga blindfolded by a
snake and looking downcast like a loser to Eccelsia.
Commenting on Francis’ role in attempting to heal
the painful history of Jewish-Christian relations in
Europe, the Forward’s Nathan Guttman wrote that
many experts and Jewish communal officials, “believe
that Francis has taken the relationship to a new level…
a strong commitment to eradicating anti-Semitism
from the Catholic Church with a unique personal
approach and closeness to the Jewish community.”
To summarize Pope Francis’ impact in America,
I yield to President Obama in his press conference of
October 2, when asked his impression of the visit.
Obama said, “I love Pope Francis. He’s a good man
with a warm heart and a strong moral imagination.
His impact here was great primarily for me on his
emphasis on caring for the least among us. What
more can we do to love, sacrifice, and help others.
Pope Francis made me want to do better.” ■
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Prisons in the United States: Inmates, Policies,
and Profits
By Patricia A. Maulden, Associate Professor of Conflict Resolution, pmaulden@gmu.edu
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n October 2015, a
state, about 3,350 left for
program crafted by
halfway houses or home
the independent U.S.
confinement, and 1,763
Sentencing Commission
will be turned over to the
allowed about 6,114 fedDepartment of Immigration
eral prisoners convicted
and Customs Enforcement
of drug trafficking early
for possible deportation
release, reducing their senhearings. Of this group,
tences reduced by a ‘minus
24% are white, 34% African
two’ recalibration of the
American, and 38% Hispanic
Drug Quantity Table used
(See The Marshall Project,
to determine offense level.
DOJ Bureau of Justice
Another 8,500 prisonStatistics, ACLU, NAACP,
ers may be released by
Federal Register, and Global
November 2016, and over
Research for additional
time a total of Patricia A. Maulden.
information).
46,000 federal Photo: Mason Creative Serviices.
To give some sense of
prisoners
proportion to the prison
could benefit
population, in 1972 the
Network: The Politics of Victimhood
in Conflict Resolution
from sentencing adjustments. U.S. population was 209.9 million with
Local news accounts of
less than 300,000 inmates in federal and
Initiatives: From Counter-Narrative
the initial release of about
fewer state prisons. Today the population
to New Multi-Track Diplomacy
6,000 caused some citizen
is about 320 million with about 2.2 million
Event: Association for Conflict
Resolution: October 6-10, 2015
concern and fear that the
inmates in federal, state, local, and private
former inmates would
prisons. Several dynamics embed within
Press: Media Appearances
Opinion: From Dictatorship to
increase crime in areas to
the description above, for example the
Democracy: Transitional Justice in
which they returned, social
war on drugs, urban deindustrialization,
Chile
and economic problems
privatization policy, globalized economy,
Spotlight: Amanda Rauh
following in their wake.
vanishing community public investment,
Spotlight: Nicole Pearson
To be more precise, howsuperpredator theory, and the creation of
ever, of the first cohort of
the ‘dangerous’ youth of color, and raceRetirement Celebration for Sandra
Cheldelin: The Fire that Kindled other
returning former federal
based justice.
Fires at S-CAR and Beyond
prisoners, about 1,000 will go
directly back to their home
Continued on Page 7
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The Politics of Victimhood in Conflict
Resolution
By Lauren C Kinney, MS Student, lkinney@masonlive.gmu.edu

O

network

n November 6, 2015, Dr. Sara Cobb and the Center for
Narrative and Conflict Resolution hosted a conference on “The Politics of Victimhood in Conflict
Resolution.” The event served as a space for scholars and
practitioners to raise important questions regarding how
we think about and categorize victims and perpetrators
within a conflict context. The keynote speech was delivered by Diane Enns, with John Winslade as the discussant.
Conference presentations were organized into five panels,
each panel raising a different set of critical questions
about the binary classification of victims and perpetrators. Each panel was followed by a facilitated discussion
that engaged both presenters and the general audience in
reflecting on the important questions and considerations
that had been raised.
The first panel was on “Challenging categories.”
Presentations by Sarah Federman, Claudine Kuradusenge,
Chitra Nagarajan, and Margarida Hourmat addressed the
power that can accompany victimhood and the victim’s
ability to silence and marginalize others. They directed
the audience to consider the importance of both challenging and destabilizing the categories that challenge
narrative legitimacy. The discussant, Dr. Solon Simmons,
raised important questions about the role of the victimperpetrator binary in conflict resolution. When is this
binary categorization necessary, for instance for the production of solidarity, and when does it limit our ability to
move forward and recognize the gray areas between, and
outside of, these categories?
Panel 2 focused on the stability and instability of
victimhood, and included presentations
by Tony Walsh, Samantha Borders, Ramzi
Kysia, and Karina Korostelina, who
encouraged the audience to think about
the implications of victimhood as an
identity. How is an individual positioned
in society when he or she is labeled as
a victim? How does victimhood affect
an individual’s agency? Dr. Nathanial
Greenberg drew from these questions
that were raised to discuss both the possibilities and limitations that are present
in victim narratives, and in considering
how we, as practitioners, can work with
Lauren C. Kinney.
these narratives in the process of conflict
Photo: Lauren C. Kinney.
transformation.
Joshua Stephani, Roxanne Krystalli, and Alison Castel
presented the third panel on Colombia as a case study
for applying some of the critical questions that had been
raised surrounding the notion of victimhood. More
specifically, speakers discussed the the ways that victimperpetrator dynamics determine who can and cannot
speak out, and focused on the implications of victimhood
within the context of the ongoing conflict and peace
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process in Colombia. Jenny White led the follow-up
discussion to consider the role of these binary categories
in silencing certain storylines. Which stories are being
legitimized, and who is working to resist the dominant
narratives? Additionally, how is this narrative work affecting the quality of the peace process and, more specifically,
what is the role of ascribed victims in shaping the process?
Following the third panel, keynote speaker Diane
Enns focused on victim discourse as it applies to feminism, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and child soldiers.
She discussed the complexity of conflict and the way in
which the moral clout that comes with victimhood can
make it difficult for us to recognize any overlap between
victims and perpetrators. How can we acknowledge
and respond to the experience of the victim in a way
that doesn’t solidify their identity as such? Enns’ closing
argument was formulated around the notion of “survival
justice” as a form of political power that comes from
people— both victims and perpetrators— acting together
to make being about change. John Winslade engaged the
audience in discussing the idea of how we might escape
the victim-perpetrator binary while still managing to
acknowledge and attend to victims.
The panels resumed with the fourth group of presenters, who focused on victimhood from a gender-based
perspective. Speakers Jessica Smith and Lisa McLean, discussed how gender affects one’s ability to voice narratives
of violence in different spaces, and how the binary categories of victim and perpetrator oversimplify the complexity
that is present in these experiences of violence. Discussant
RJ Nickels suggested the importance of narrative praxis in
destabilizing dominant narratives and supporting strong
counternarratives, and our duty as practitioners to create
a discursive space that allows people to assume roles
other than that of the victim.
The final panel was focused on complicating voices.
Mollie Pepper, Pamina Firchow, Carlos Sluzki, Sara
Ochs, and Kristin Reed gave presentations to support the
argument for making victimhood more complex and
acknowledging the role of narratives in driving conflict.
Their ideas focused on “victim” storylines and destabilizing the rigid categories of victims and perpetrators. The
discussant, Derek Sweetman, called upon the audience to
consider whether we might need a space for anger and, if
so, how much or little it should be contained.
The overarching themes that emerged from the conference focused on several key questions to consider when
doing narrative work within a conflict context. How are
our thoughts and actions constrained by the simplified
binary categories that distinguish victims from perpetrators? Who can be a victim and who cannot? These are
important questions to consider if we, as practitioners,
want to challenge the rigidity of these categories and
work to make conflict storylines more complex. ■
SCHOOL FOR CONFLICT ANALYSIS AND RESOLUTION

From Counter-Narrative to New
Multi-Track Diplomacy
By Adam R. Zemans, MS Student, Programs Director & Legal Advisor Program Manager, Climate Change & Human Security,
Institute for Multi-Track Diplomacy (IMTD)

N

HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU

Theories of Change in
Indicator Development
in Conflict Management
and Mitigation, USAID,
2010). One component of
her Conflict Management
and Mitigation work
includes something we
would describe as akin to
“therapeutic diplomacy,”
i.e., helping parties come
to terms with the past and
heal.
From left to right: Rajit Das, Ambassador (ret.)
The foreign policy aim John McDonald (Chairman & CEO, IMTD), and
to heal the Other at that
Adam R. Zemans.
same time as we protect
Photo: Adam R. Zemans.
ourselves is at the root of
Shaun Riordan’s “Dialogue-based Public Diplomacy: A
New Foreign Policy Paradigm?” in Jan Melissen’s The
New Public Diplomacy. Riordan highlights the essence of
genuine dialogue – accepting the value of other traditions
without sacrificing one’s own integrity. In a similar way as
Riordan emphasized, the credibility of New Multi-Track
Diplomacy is enhanced by some degree of independence
from Western Governments. Thus, there is an increasing
role for non-state actors in U.S. diplomacy.
Healing relationships is at the heart of S-CAR’s
philosophy of conflict resolution and NMTD as well.
Healing goes beyond Nye’s instrumentalist use of
‘attractive power.’ Healing does not exclude Hard Power.
Facilitating healing is a matter of both soft and hard, just
as military power is.
U.S. allied non-state actors helping countries to
heal has much more potential for U.S. diplomacy than
State-sponsored violent coercion alone does in a multipolar world full of transnational, diffuse problems. One
thing that is new at IMTD is that we are learning how to
operationalize healing through country assessment by
facilitating Inclusive Nationalism. Our primary tool is a
macro, strengths-based “therapy” of sorts, in the form of
“Inclusive Nationalism Country Assessment” or “INCA”
(see our partner’s website, sovereigntyfirst.com). We
facilitate national understandings of power/alliance and
generate national development on a large number of
indices. We can measure incremental progress in which,
a la Lederach’s (2004) call for imagination, we help foster
an optimistic yet realistic vision of the future. Through
such thinking and in such a way, we are transforming
Multi-Track Diplomacy into New Multi-Track Diplomacy.
The U.S. can leverage New Multi-Track Diplomacy by
sculpting a future with partners in a common destiny
rather than allowing ourselves to be thrown off balance
through overly-broad use of violent coercion. ■

initiatives

ames like “John Burton,” “Joseph Montville,” “Harold
Saunders,” and “John W. McDonald” will probably
ring a bell if you are associated with George Mason
University’s School for Conflict Analysis and Resolution
(S-CAR). These are some of the founders of the field
of Track II diplomacy, i.e., non-governmental, informal
and unofficial dealmaking between actors of different
States regarding matters of public concern. In the early
1990s, the term “Multi-Track Diplomacy” was coined by
Louise Diamond and Ambassador (ret.) John McDonald
to describe a systems-based approach to peacemaking and
peacebuilding that goes beyond two tracks, to nine.
Ambassador McDonald, the founder of the Institute
for Multi-Track Diplomacy (IMTD), serves on S-CAR’s
Advisory Board and was a U.S. State Department and
United Nations diplomat for 40 years before becoming a peace activist. He began as a district attorney for
the Allies in 1947 Berlin and is now 93 years old. Yet he
continues to work five days a week and Multi-Track
Diplomacy is more salient today than ever. The work
of some S-CAR faculty and others hints at why building
Multi-Track Diplomacy into what I call “New Multi-Track
Diplomacy” (NMTD) matters and why we at IMTD
hope S-CAR will think and talk about it as a community.
I briefly describe some associated scholarship below and
suggest how it might move the concept of New MultiTrack Diplomacy forward.
In Soft Power, Joseph Nye, former Dean of the
Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University,
famously explained the power of attraction and legitimacy in foreign relations. Describing the world as a
‘three-dimensional chess game,’ he outlined why and
how, in the 21st century multipolar world, with its transnational challenges and links, legitimacy is connected
to narratives. As Nye has stated, ‘national narratives are,
indeed a type of currency’ and, as the Financial Times
wrote in endorsing Nye’s The Future of Power, “the best
military can lose to the adversary with the better story.”
Yet, S-CAR Professor Sara Cobb, Director of
the Center for the Study of Narrative and Conflict
Resolution, highlighted the destructive nature of counternarrative in Speaking of Violence, the Politics and Poetics of
Narrative in Conflict Resolution. Narrative feedback loops
can spiral actors downwards, reducing complexity and
often leading to ‘states of exception’ that do violence to
both their creators and the objects of their attempts to
control.
S-CAR Associate Professor Susan H. Allen has built
her Problem Solving Workshop practice and conflict
mitigation work partially on these bodies of knowledge.
In so doing, she has advanced best practices and the evidence base in the field of Multi-Track Diplomacy beyond
what its founders could have envisioned (see for example,
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Association for Conflict Resolution:
October 6-10, 2015
By Rochelle Arms, PhD Student, rams@masonlive.gmu.edu

W

events

ith the help of S-CAR and
George Mason University,
I was fortunate to have
the opportunity to attend this
year's annual conference of
the Association for Conflict
Resolution (ACR). The conference is an opportunity for
conflict resolution practitioners,
especially North American
mediators to exchange innovative ideas in the field and build
relationships. This year's conference drew approximately 300
participants around the theme of
"Thinking about our Thinking"
emphasizing workshops and
presentations based on empiriRochelle Arms.
cal studies or evidence based
Photo: S-CAR.
practices. It was a good chance
for me and other academics to introduce research to a
community of practitioners. In collaboration with Dr.
Susan Allen and a mediator colleague, Dan Bernstein, I
developed a three-hour workshop session called "Tools
to Prove you Practice what you Preach." The title was
in part stimulated by my colleague's interest in building
a reflective practice tool that mediators can use to tout
their ethics and profes-

Upcoming S-CAR Community Events

sionalism to clients, thereby increasing
credibility. For Dr. Allen and I, the
primary interest was in collecting
practitioners' own reflective practice
tools: how, when, and with whom
these are used. Participants' feedback
in the session will be used to expand
our research and writing in the area of
reflective practice for conflict resolution professionals.
In addition to presenting at this
year's conference, I also continued my
work with the leadership committee
of ACR's international section, which
hosts an annual international day at
the conference. Every year, the section
presents an International Outstanding
Leadership award to a peacemaker.
Mediator Mohammad Faizal, from
Singapore, received this year's award
and gave a richly informative talk about adapting western models of mediation to an Asian context.
If you would like more information, please
check out these sites: www.acrnet.org - Association
for Conflict Resolution main website; reno.acrnet.
org - for information about the ACR 2015 conference;
http://acrinternational.polisci.txstate.edu/ - The ACR
International Section website ■

Friday, December 11, 2015
Winter Recognition Ceremony
5:30pm-6:00pm
Thursday, January 14, 2016
Spring 2016 New Student Orientation
4:30pm-9:00pm
Monday, January 18, 2016
Martin Luther King Jr. Day of Service
9:00pm-2:00pm
Thursday, February 11, 2016
Reducing Racial Stereotyping and Violence by
Police: The Victimization of Roma People in
Europe
12:30pm-2:00pm
For more, visit scar.gmu.edu/events-roster
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Student Opinion:
From Dictatorship to Democracy: Transitional Justice in Chile
By Montserrat Lopez Skoknic, PhD Student, mlopezsk@masonlive.gmu.edu

O

Montserrat Lopez (first from left) at History Educators
International Research Network (HEIRNET) 12th International
Conference held on 7-9 September in the University College
London, Institute of Education.
Photo: Maria Georgiou.
HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU

This past July, twentynine years after the crime was
committed, a soldier called
Fernando Guzman came
forward to testify in front
Palestinian Child Attackers are Victims,
of a judge that the “official
not Terrorists
story” of the armed forces
Carol Daniel Kasbari, S-CAR PhD Student
was not true. Guzman stated
Haaretz 11/17/15
that he was part of one of
the patrol that was present
Why More Federal Prisoners will be
at the time of the crime, and
Released in Virginia than D.C., Maryland
after the crime his superiors
Patricia Maulden, S-CAR PhD Alumna
had constructed the “official
WAMU 11/09/15
story,” thereafter coercing
those present to tell only this
'Delenda Carthago': ISIS, Threat and
official version of events.
Recovery
Thanks to the declaration of
David Alpher, S-CAR PhD Alumnus
this key witness, the Judge,
Middle East Monitor 11/01/15
Mario Carroza, issued seven
arrest warrants against the
Conflict Analysts from S-CAR have
military personnel involved in
appeared on 18 occasions since the last
the crime.
newsletter. These 3 represent a sample of
This event put human
those publications. For a complete list, visit
rights abuses committed
http://scar.gmu.edu/media
during the dictatorship back
on the political agenda. The
commonly called “pact of silence” throughout the military
was revealed through the story of the concealment of this
crime, but also by Fernando Guzman who affirmatively
stated the existence of these pacts as a common practice
among the armed forces.
In order to put an end to these “pacts of silence”
President Michelle Bachelet announced the creation of
a Human Rights Unit within the Defense Ministry to
facilitate the exchange of information about the crimes
committed during the dictatorship.
Moreover, there has been broad, multiparty political
support for the eradication of these pacts of silence and
encouragement from all sides of the political spectrum
for those with any information to come forward and
testify. The fact remains, however, that according to official
numbers, Chile continues to have 3,216 disappeared or
murdered persons from the period between 1973 and
1990.
It has been 25 years since the return to democracy and
members of the Armed Forces are still covering crimes
and withholding vital information that could potentially
lead to finding the disappeared and bring some peace to
the victims and their families. It is time to break the pact
of silence and contribute to the ongoing judicial proceedings and human rights investigations.
Finally, the members of the armed forces need to
understand that a fundamental key to open the door
towards reconciliation is in their hands and, after 25 years,
it is time for them to uncover history. ■

Recent S-CAR Media

press

n October 5, 2015, Chile commemorated 25 years since
its return to democracy after the violent and repressive
dictatorship headed by Augusto Pinochet. Although
Chile has adopted some transitional justice measures to
address the gross human rights violations committed
during the dictatorship, there is still work to be done in
order to bring truth and justice to the victims and the
society as a whole.
Just this past July, a soldier revealed to a judge the true
facts regarding one of the most heinous crimes committed
by the armed forces during the dictatorship. I am referring
to the so called “Caso Quemados,” in which two young
students, Carmen Quintana and Rodrigo Rojas de Negri,
were burned and left for dead near a highway by a group
of soldiers. When they regained consciousness, they were
able to ask for help from a passing police patrol, which
took them to the nearest hospital. With approximately
65% of his body covered in burns from the incident,
Rodrigo past away four days later, while Carmen was
able to recover, despite 70% of her body being covered in
burns. Although Carmen has always told this story about
what actually happened that day, the official story of the
Army was quite different. According to the Armed Forces,
Carmen and Rodrigo were carrying homemade bombs
to a protest and it was these bombs, which accidentally
exploded, that caused their injuries. Since the Army’s version of events has always been cited as the “official truth,”
after a military judicial proceeding in 1988 Commander
Fernandez Dittus was sentenced only to 300 days in prison
for failing to provide medical care to Carmen and Rodrigo.
In 1994, the Supreme Court sentenced him to 600 days in
prison.
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s-car spotlight

Amanda Rauh, Malta Dual Degree Student
By Jackie Finch, Career and Academic Advisor, jfinch4@.gmu.edu
manda Rauh who is currently pursuing a dual degree
our commitment to the field and
program in Malta, moved to the Washington, D.C.
our development. We can meet key
metropolitan area from Oklahoma City to prepare
people in the field and keep up with
for her first course at S-CAR, in spring 2015.
current trends and develop our areas
Amanda, who had been admitted to S-CAR starting
of expertise.
in the summer, felt that she had to get ahead of her
Amanda also attended many of
studies by moving to the vicinity of the program. She
the events at S-CAR and she credits
hit the ground running by networking and exploring
the interactions she had with students
the vast opportunities that S-CAR and Washington,
and staff for her decision to enroll in
D.C. had to offer. Amanda immediately became a
the dual Masters degree in Conflict
Amanda Rauh.
member of Alliance for Peacebuilding, an organization
Resolution and Mediterranean
Photo: Amanda Rauh.
that operates worldwide to catalyze lasting, construcSecurity. The 13-month dual degree
tive, and peaceful change in fragile and chaotic settings
program combines the faculties of
around the world. “I got to attend the first day of the
George Mason University and the University of Malta’s
2015 Annual Alliance for Peacebuilding Conference,
Mediterranean Academy of Diplomatic Studies, with
which was a great experience! There, I met many peacestudents primarily taking classes at the 400-year old
building practitioners and did a ton of professional
University of Malta's, Valletta campus. “I am excited to
networking. ” Amanda found out about this organizalive abroad and to complete two degrees!” Building on
tion through the S-CAR Community Network and
our skills is a life- long process and there are experiences
Forum, which serves as a platform for current, past,
to be had. The bottom line is that employers want
and potential students to connect with organizations
people who have experience and skills. It is up to us to
that work in similar fields that they are interested in.
make it happen. Amanda is a good example of that for
By joining a professional organization, we demonstrate
us. Good luck in Malta, Amanda! ■

A

Nicole Pearson, Undergrad Student
By Kwaw de Graft-Johnson, PhD Candidate and Newsletter Editor, kdegraft@masonlive.gmu.edu

I

n fall 2014, Nicole Pearson moved to the Washington,
D.C. area from Bucks County, Pennsylvania, to study
conflict analysis and resolution at Mason. “I knew this
was something I would love to get a degree in as I had
always considered myself to be a healer and problem
solver.” Since then, she has been enjoying her academic
life and has come to learn about herself and from people
she has encountered. Nicole, who says she suffers from
“wanderlust,” loves to travel and desires to see the world
and experience different cultures. Although she admitted that she had not seen as much of the world like she
would have liked to, one of the regions she has visited is
the Middle East. “I spent some time in Israel, Palestine,
and Jordan. I found that the conflict there was so multifaceted and it became an illuminating experience that
challenged me both analytically and ideologically.” When Nicole returned to the U.S.,
one of the things that made her frustrated
were one-sided views from people who
almost claimed to be authorities on the conflict in the region but never actually studied
or experienced it. In talking about negative
media, Nicole said, “We only really get to
see a lot of the negatives that come out of
the region but that negativity is a common
tendency I think we see everywhere, even in
our own media, so I felt an obligation to go,
see it for myself and give the narrative of my
Nicole Pearson.
experience.” All of her traveling experiences
Photo: Nicole Pearson.
have also made Nicole "very humble and cul6
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turally aware." “It's hard to understand how intricate the
conflict is until you visit, meet the people, and hear their
narratives. Meeting people like Aida Touma-Suleiman,
Saeb Erekat, Mark Regev (Netanyahu's Spokesperson),
and Aluf Benn (Editor-In-Chief of Haaretz), as well as
refugees and different community members of Nazareth
[where she interned and lived for eight weeks with a host
family], I was really able to humanize my understanding
of the conflict.”
Nicole is involved with many organizations on
campus, like Mason's Model United Nations Club where
she gets to travel to other schools for conferences. She
also serves on the secretariat staff of the high school
conference, the Mid-Atlantic Simulation of the United
Nations (MASUN). Nicole is also the Philanthropy
Chairwoman of her sorority, which means that she
oversees all of the fundraising and outreach to local
organizations to help make a direct impact on her
community.
Although Nicole is not set on her future right now,
she would like to attend graduate school. “After graduate school, I would really like to work in the Foreign
Service but my dream job is to be a mediator for the
United Nations. There are these people that comprise
the Standby Team of Mediation Experts for the United
Nations who are on call for high profile negotiations
revolving around many issues and I would love to be a
part of something like that.” Nicole indicated that she
will act on the many amazing opportunities that come to
her as "the world is my oyster.” ■
SCHOOL FOR CONFLICT ANALYSIS AND RESOLUTION

Prisons in the United States: Inmates, Policies, and Profits
Continued from page 1

The harsh drug sention, Federal Prison Industries
tencing policies began
(FPI), also known as UNICOR.
during the Nixon
UNICOR supplies prisoneradministration in
made (described as ‘Factories
response to the spike
with Fences’) furniture found
in drug trafficking and
in most university classrooms
associated crimes particand as well as more formal
ularly within the African
office furnishings. The wage
American and Hispanic
scale for UNICOR also ranges
communities which,
between $0.23 and $1.15 per
in part, emerged from
hour worked. So, on the other
deindustrialization, loss
hand, if the construction of
of jobs, increased povthe system (privatization, lowerty, race-based housing
wage slave-like labor, corporate
and employment
dividends, increased stock prices,
practices, and decreased
inexpensive products) depends
community investment. Riot Training at West Virginia state penitentiary.
upon a large number of incarIn some ways, the enor- Photo: Flickr user macwagen
cerated individuals, then the
mous growth in the U.S.
system is functioning properly
prison population can be seen as a 2.2 million-person and everyone benefits, at least according to federal and
indicator of the disorder of a system, providing the
state documents that support the prison-labor scheme.
system is framed around human rights, social justice,
The stark difference in system view depends,
needs met, and opportunities available.
perhaps, on whether or not we can ‘see’ the effects of
From one point of view, the limited release plan
incarceration on individuals, families, communities,
can be seen as a beginning from which a larger corand the nation and whether or not we would care
rection of former sentencing practices can build. In
if we did see. Prisoners are by default separated and
fact, H.R. 71 – Federal Prison Bureau Nonviolent
unless we have a relative or friend that we visit, the
Offender Relief Act of 2015 – has been referred to
horrific reality of prison life remains out of sight and
the Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, Homeland
out of mind. Setting aside the claims from UNICOR
Security, and Investigations and could provide early
that the focus is on preparing prisoners for life outrelease for a wider swath of nonviolent offenders. The
side of prison, it could be strongly argued that the
sentence reduction program could also be seen as a fed- billions of dollars spent on prisons could be much
eral recognition of the high cost to the federal as well
better utilized in communities, schools, and assisting
as state governments. On the other hand, the policy
individuals and families to gain access to skills for a
of reduced federal workforce and the subsequent
better life. This would require a much higher-level
privatization of prisons, begun during the Reagan
recalibration of policy and resourcing than the "minus
administration but seriously expanded during the
two" of the Drug Quality Table used to reduce some
Clinton administration, provided the opportunity for
drug trafficking sentences. It would demand a vision
corporations to move into the prison business, staffing
of a system that moved away from old patterns (think
all aspects of the day-to-day administration as well as
slave labor, draconian punishment, systemized oppressecurity. The profit derives from spending less than the
sion) and toward ending homelessness, resourcing
state or federal guaranteed amount for each prisoner,
mental health services, strengthening early childhood
essentially reducing inmate services and assigning fewer education, and so on. In other words, citizens and
guards to more inmates. The private prisons and the
policy makers would be required to acknowledge
corporations that run them also import inmates with
social, political, and economic problems for what they
longer sentences in cases of federal or state prison over- are, and stop attributing these problems to individual
crowding, guaranteeing a long-term source of revenue. bodies and to make it all go away removing those
Another source of prison-based earnings comes from
bodies from sight.
private contracting of prisoners for work. At least 37
This article briefly explores entrenched aspects of
states legalized the contracting of prison labor by prithe prison system in the United States, the disposal of
vate corporations, with operations inside state prisons.
millions of individuals for the sake of perceived secuHourly payment for inmate labor ranges between $0.23 rity, the palliative of mass incarceration, and the profits
and $1.25 depending upon the prison and the nature
available from disposal and punishment. Working
of the work. The federal government also profits from
to change these patterns, policies, and practices can
prison labor. In 1934, Congress allowed the formation
engage scholars, researchers, activists, and practitioof a United States Government-owned corporaners for years to come. ■
HTTP://SCAR.GMU.EDU
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Retirement Celebration for Sandra Cheldelin:
A Fire that Kindled Other Fires at S-CAR and Beyond
By Innocent Rugaragu, PhD Candidate, irugarag@masonlive.gmu.edu

V

oltaire once said “Appreciation is
for individuals who want to experia wonderful thing: It makes what
ence foods and beverages from other
is excellent in others belong to
cultures. Much like the all-inclusive
us as well.” Voltaire’s words have
atmosphere that Northside Social
always had a profound effect on
tends to convey, Sandy’s wealth of
me, but they held a new meaning
knowledge made her the one stop
on the evening of November 11,
person for anyone to brainstorm with
2015, when the S-CAR community,
or even work with.
friends, and loved ones, gathered
The climax of Sandy’s retirement
for what proved to be a very joyful
celebration was when Dean Kevin
retirement celebration for Sandra
Avruch, Associate Dean Julie Shedd,
Cheldelin.
Sandy's colleagues, former students,
Sandy is the Vernon M. and
and friends made speeches to rememMinnie I. Lynch Professor of
ber some of their fondest moments
Conflict Analysis and Resolution.
with her. A common theme was how
Sandy is perhaps best known as one
much she loved her family and the
of the pivotal figures in the growth Sandra Cheldelin (left) thanking everyone at her School and how her sense of nurturof the field of conflict analysis and retirement celebration.
ing creativity, communal leadership,
resolution at Mason and beyond.
and mentorship improved the culture
Photo: Innocent Rugaragu.
The important role she played in
at S-CAR.
the transition of the program from a center, to an institute,
Indeed, her humility and magnanimity of heart
and eventually to a school, made me think of her as the
and mind embody what the field and School of Conflict
“Matriarch of S-CAR,” a sentiment that many people also
Analysis and Resolution is all about and her “radical” empaalluded to.
thy has brought healing to many people. Dear Sandy, we
The venue for Sandy’s retirement celebration was
will always remember you as we try to emulate your many
Northside Social, a setting known for its wide array of
examples. You are leaving behind a great team of people
exotic quality wines and sumptuous cuisine from all over
who will carry on your legacy. ■
the world. In a sense, this place serves as one-stop shop
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